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ABSTRACT
The chemistry of γ-uranium is of primary importance for metal-fueled fast reactors which have
been suggested as a key component of future fuel cycles. However, despite the fascinating chem-
istry of uranium, experimental difficulties have limited the scope of studies until recent years
when theoretical methods have begun to adequately describe the correlated f-shell electrons of
the lower actinides. In particular, the surface reactions of γ-uranium have been little studied
using theoretical methods. Prior work in surface reaction simulation is briefly reviewed and a
possible reaction mechanism for γ-uranium surface oxidation and dissolution are discussed. Re-
sults for surface structure and chemical adsorption based on investigation using the plane-wave
pseudopotential formulation of density functional theory are presented. Specifically, belying
previous work which exclusively focused on the (1 0 0) surface of γ-uranium, the (1 1 0) surface
is found to be more stable. The (2 1 1) surface is also of commensurate energy. The calculated
surface energies are towards the low end of the experimental range (0.8–1.6 J ·m−2), but the trend
seems solid: the energy of the relaxed (1 0 0) surface is found to be 0.981 J ·m−2; that of (1 1 0),
0.886 J ·m−2; that of (2 1 1), 0.952 J ·m−2. The shape of an equilibrium crystal is considered as
well.
Adsorption of atomic hydrogen and molecular oxygen were studied as well. The atomic hy-
drogen optimal adsorption energies on the (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (2 1 1) surfaces, respectively, are
4.1 eV, 5.5 eV, and 4.7 eV. For molecular oxygen monolayer deposition, dissociative adsorption
occurs on the (1 1 0) and (2 1 1) surfaces, with energies of 3.2 eV, 6.5 eV, and 5.5 eV on the (1 0 0),
(1 1 0), and (2 1 1) surfaces, respectively. The relative differences in adsorption site minima on
each surface are small, indicating that surface exposure is a more important factor in kinetics
than absolute differences between adsorption sites on a given surface. A possible hydrogen dif-
fusion mechanism on the (1 0 0) surface is identified, with a naı¨ve (unrelaxed) energy barrier of
6.9 eV. Finally, directions for further theoretical and experimental inquiry into γ-uranium surface
chemistry are suggested.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Relevance of Problem
The many-faceted chemical and physical behavior of uranium—pyrophoric, radioactive, semi-
conductive, actinide—highlights the challenge and necessity of accurately modeling the ninety-
second element in order to obtain a deeper understanding of chemical processes relevant to
nuclear fuel corrosion stability, used nuclear fuel reprocessing, and nuclear fuel fabrication. Ura-
nium and the other actinides present peculiar modeling challenges which have only recently been
satisfactorily met by theory and technology. Indeed, advances in density functional theory (DFT)
and high-performance computing (HPC) have finally allowed some of the challenges of f-shell
electrons, relativistic behavior, and electron correlation to be overcome in the simulation of ex-
tended systems involving actinides. Thus the in-depth study of actinide material properties and
chemistry has become a tenable research proposition in the last decade or so.
Metal fuel for nuclear reactors presents several advantages and challenges relative to the now-
ubiquitous uranium dioxide ceramic which powers the United States commercial light-water
reactor (LWR) fleet. In particular, the structural damage which occurs in UO2 fuel limits the
utilization of nuclear fuel possible today. As fission gases accumulate in the interstices of the
UO2 lattice, fuel–cladding contact can ruin the thermal characteristics of the fuel and the fuel
assembly itself can seize in the reactor if these gases are allowed to significantly warp the struc-
ture. Together these effects (and that of neutron poisoning by fission products) limit UO2 burnup
in commercial LWRs to around 5%. Although early designs caused metal fuel to exhibit worse
structural damage at high radiation fluence, that has largely been mitigated by the adoption of a
more porous fuel design and plenum which allows the release of fission gases. Certain uranium
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alloys (with plutonium, chromium, molybdenum, niobium, and/or zirconium) and phases also
stabilize the lattice in a form more resistant to heavy-ion bombardment and corrosion (Ency-
clopædia Brittanica (2013); Creasy (2011, p. 5); Hofman (1998)). Combined with the possibility of
using smaller pellets to compensate for gas-induced swelling, uranium metal can potentially be
utilized to a much higher burnup, in principle. (Indeed, recent independent projects at Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory and Lightbridge, Inc., have indicated a desire by several workers
in the field to commercialize a form of metal fuel suitable for use in contemporary LWRs. This
would have the immediate effect of uprating reactors 15–30%, a significant financial gain over
the lifetime of the reactor (Malone, 2011)). In addition, a high core power density and low fast
neutron leakage can potentially be achieved with metal fuels, leading to better utilization of re-
actor space and materials relative to capital cost. Besides the ongoing efforts of Lightbridge, Inc.,
and competitors to develop metal fuels for today’s LWR fleet, a next-generation fuel cycle could
utilize a metal-fuelled breeder/burner reactor to transmute transuranium waste products into
more manageable forms. All told, there is broad warrant for a reexamination of uranium metal
for active use in United States reactors.
Despite this promise, however, the neglect of metal forms of uranium in favor of ceramic has left
a relative dearth of data from simulation and experiment. The corrosion properties of metallic
uranium are acknowledged as significant, but these are still poorly understood (Hilton (2000)
summarized the experimental data to date). Oxidation is recognized as a fundamental step in
the dissolution of many metals. For uranium metal, the mechanism of oxidation is key to the
production of uranyl nitrate, UO2(NO3)2. In addition, the possibility of using uranium metal in
LWRs highlights the relative lack of experience in this area. Few data exist at the bulk experi-
mental level, and the burgeoning ab initio understanding of oxidative corrosion will eventually
aid in the development of better manufacturing processes and surface treatments for metal fuel
both in and out of the reactor.
Microkinetic models of fundamental surface events at the scale of angstroms, such as adsorption,
diffusion into and across the surface, and desorption, are basic to an understanding of surface
chemistry at the deepest level. For instance, in catalysis, an understanding of the coverage of
adsorbed species, the size and geometry of pores, and the composition and orientation of alkanes
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or other products at different sites leads to better models both descriptively and predictively.
Outside of the field of catalysis, however, microkinetic reaction models are lacking. Fortunately,
fundamental data on microkinetic oxidative corrosion reactions, such as the oxygen–actinide
and hydrogen–actinide reactions, can be developed from first principles calculations. Steps are
taken in this dissertation to address the desire for such models. After reviewing the historical
and theoretical background on these types of problems and the research which has been carried
out to date (Chapter 2), the development of electrochemical modeling at an atomistic level is
presented and a fundamental chemical mechanism of uranium–oxygen adsorption and reaction
is developed (Chapter 3). The bulk and surface structure as well as the relative importance
of several low-index surfaces of metallic uranium are considered (Chapters 4–5). In Chapter 6,
simulations are carried out to test the hypothesized reaction mechanism. Results are discussed in
the context of classical electrochemistry and materials science. Finally, conclusions are presented
(Chapter 7) and directions for future modeling and simulation in this area are discussed (Chapter
8).
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Background
Uranium metal presents a number of notable features which motivate the choice of system for
study in this dissertation. In order to better contextualize many of the concepts which will arise in
the subsequent literature review and theory chapter, I will here briefly review the phase behavior
of metallic uranium.
Pure metallic uranium occurs with three crystal structures (Yoo et al., 1998): orthorhombic α,
−273–663 ◦C (Figure 2.1a); nearly tetragonal β, 663–770 ◦C (Figure 2.1b); body-centered cubic γ,
770–1130 ◦C (Figure 2.1c). At low temperatures, α-uranium experiences three charge density
waves, which have the effect of increasing the unit cell volume 72× below 23 K (Graf et al.,
2009, p. 1). Experimental data on the metal forms of uranium are sparse due to the decision in
the late 1950s/early 1960s to pursue UO2 for commercial light-water reactor (LWR) fuel. The
key reference is the text by Holden (1958), who comprehensively reviewed the state of the art
of uranium metallurgy to date (excluding alloys). Yoo et al. more recently studied the phase
diagram of uranium at high pressures (neglecting the admittedly unimportant β phase). Hofman
et al. (1997) reviewed the utilization of metal fuel in a fast reactor context.
Initial interest from fuel researchers was focused exclusively on the α-phase, but subsequent
investigation in the 1960s and 1970s revealed that alloyed γ-uranium is more stable against irra-
diation by heavy ion bombardment (Encyclopædia Brittanica (2013); Hilton (2000, p. 47)), as well
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(a) α-uranium (b) β-uranium (c) γ-uranium
Figure 2.1: Representative metallic uranium crystal structures. Three-dimensional visualizations were all
performed using VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996).
as exhibiting better corrosion properties (Creasy (2011, p. 5); Hilton, p.46). By rapid quenching,
γ-uranium can be stabilized to lower temperatures with the admixture of niobium, molybde-
num, or chromium (Holden, 1958, pp. 32, 237–258). Although technically metastable, γ-phase
materials can be produced via rapid quenching and apparently maintained indefinitely in the
body-centered cubic structure in reactor conditions. Furthermore, under high fission rate condi-
tions, Hilton reported the conclusion of several researchers that phase reversion occurs, in which
the equilibrium α phase converts to the more radiation-stable γ phase (p. 47). Kim et al. (2001)
considered the challenges of γ-phase uranium metal fuel and swelling as well; these issues are
also treated in Hofman et al. (1997). Some work has also been carried out investigating the use of
uranium–zirconium alloys as fuel, in which the orthorhombic uranium α-phase is interspersed
with the hexagonal UZr2 δ phase (Holden, p. 258; Boyko (1957, p. 712)); thus, both phases are
of consequence to researchers in the field. (Experimental techniques are discussed briefly in
Appendix C.2.)
In contrast to the electronic calculation for isolated actinyl species, in the bulk nonmagnetic solid
state at 0 K band formation leads to net zero spin S = 0. Surface atoms may still exhibit some
spin due to these having fewer neighbors with which to share electrons (although it will still be
the lowest possible spin) (Geskin et al., 1996, p. 3282). Thus the spin multiplicity of the solid-state
metal is 2S + 1 = 1 (see Appendix C.3 for spin multiplicity calculations for the species utilized
in the chemisorption study).
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Hao et al. (1993) found that the surface enhances the 5f localization in γ-uranium relative to the
bulk metal, with consequences for surface geometry and chemical behavior; this effect presum-
ably holds true for the other phases as well. Strong correlation effects have not been found to
be significant in room-temperature and hotter uranium (Taylor (2008, p. 1)). Relativistic effects
seem to be confined to the electron core orbitals and thus are captured in the pseudopotential
calculation (Section 4.2.1).
2.2 Materials Properties
The only materials which crystallize in a body-centered cubic phase are metallic conductors,
typically alkaline earth metals or transition metals filling the d shell. It is the d electron symmetry
in particular that drives the system into the eight-fold body-centered cubic geometry (Morris
(2007, p. 58)). γ-uranium fits this broad description, as the ground-state electron configuration
for uranium is [Rn]6d15 f 37s2 (Nie et al., 2009, p. 676), with extensive hybridization of the three
5f electrons with the 6d and 7s electrons (Huda and Ray, p. 99). (Promotion of one or several
electrons from the 5f to the 6d subshell typically provides more bonding electrons in the early
actinides, according to Heyes (1998).) In addition, actinides lower than plutonium typically
exhibit itinerant electron behavior, in which the 5f electrons are available to participate in bonding
(Morss et al., 2006, p. 1).
2.3 Surface Chemistry
2.3.1 Metal surfaces and oxidation reactions
Oxidation reactions form the most common and economically significant general class of reac-
tions for metallurgy and corrosion science. Continued oxidation and oxygen diffusion at the
surface leads either to surface passivation, in which the characteristics of the metal oxide arrest
most chemical reactions possible in the material’s electrochemical environment, effectively ar-
resting corrosion to near zero; or to undesirable non-protective compounds such as rust, which
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provide no insurance against further corrosion and may even accelerate material decay (for in-
stance, by trapping chloride ions against the surface). The significance of the single element
oxygen is due both to its relative abundance on Earth and to its peculiar chemical reactivity and
electron affinity: in short, its ability to form chemical compounds more stable than the unreduced
reactant and oxygen separately.
In tandem with metal–oxygen reactions, the structure of the metal surface itself bears heavily on
the surface reactions; hence, the corresponding simulations towards which this work is aiming.
Metal surfaces bear their own peculiarities due to the electronic structure of metals and the d and
f shells which participate in bonding and electron correlation. Michaelides and Scheffler (2012)
and Gunnarsson (1979) both presented general overviews of considerations unique to metallic
surfaces, discussing respectively the basis for density functional theory surface calculations, and
the considerations for determining surface electronic structure experimentally. Michaelides and
Scheffler discussed the significant truncation effects of interfaces relative to bulk metals such
as surface relaxation or reconfiguration which can greatly impact surface geometry and energy
levels. Gunnarsson provided an in-depth discussion of results obtained using the then-state-of-
the-art local density approximation to DFT, and further provided a treatment of chemisorption
on metal surfaces (although a much-simplified model of the substrate charge density was utilized
due to the relatively impoverished computational prowess of four decades ago).
One factor which simplifies the modeling and simulation of metal surfaces is their relative gran-
ularity: rather than entangled molecules or polymers which must disentangle from each other
to dissolve or entangle to deposit, metal atoms can dissolve or deposit as simple entities. The
basic theory of metal growth and dissolution had been developed from the early work of Volmer
(1939), who postulated that metal dissolution is basically governed by the number of nearest
neighbor atoms, and so described by an exponential function with a spectrum of activation ener-
gies as a function of coordination number. This theory was expanded by Burton et al. (1951) to a
general model of metal surface dissolution, in which a metal surface consisting of broad terraces
of neighboring atoms in a lattice are bordered by ledges which dissolve at kinks, which have
the lowest number of nearest neighbors. Ghez (2001) provided a general overview, including a
mathematical treatment, of this terrace–ledge–kink (TLK) theory.
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Simulations and experiments have borne out the TLK model well. Yang et al. (2006), in a molec-
ular dynamics simulation of NaCl crystals using classical potentials, determined that for that
system (and perhaps for many others) the nearest-neighbor bonds do not break quite simultane-
ously but in discrete groups (two bonds then one in their three-neighbor corner/kink case) on a
picosecond scale. It has been found that metal crystal growth occurs along a similar principle,
and indeed many books and an entire journal (Journal of Crystal Growth) have been devoted to the
study. Thu¨rmer et al. (2002) experimentally examined lead oxide monolayer formation, observ-
ing that pure lead crystals were resistant to oxidation, but that once oxidation had been initiated
at an impurity, edge growth proceeded most quickly along the direction of weak lead–oxygen
bonding, indicating that an autocatalytic mechanism came into play with oxygen attachment,
dissociation, and chemical combination. Alekseev et al. (2002, 2003) conducted another set of
studies of the metal surface structure during growth and dissolution, examining a number of
cases of the TLK theory. Davis (2011) implemented a first-nearest-neighbor dissolution and de-
position model based on Alekseev et al. for simulating crystal growth which again corroborated
the importance of the kink sites as the locus of crystal growth and dissolution. Taylor (2009)
studied the transition from metal–metal bonding to metal–solvent interaction during the atomic
dissolution event, producing a stepwise energy curve which will be seen to be a prototype of this
work.
The sophistication of simulation of the metal surface and its electronic structure has steadily
grown over the past few decades with the development of Hartree–Fock theory, density func-
tional theory (DFT) and related techniques, as well as with increasing computer power. (A brief
introduction to DFT may be found in Appendix A and sources therein cited.) A number of
studies have shown the viability of calculating surface properties and performing interfacial sim-
ulations. For instance, Yu et al. (2010) presented a method for calculating the surface energy and
defect (vacancy and interstitial) energies for formation for metals and semimetals on a per-atom
basis. Taylor (2008) specifically examined the accuracy and convergence of results as a function
of the number of surface monolayers of α-phase uranium metal.
The basic experimental approach which yields insight into the structure of a surface reaction
for metal and oxygen is epitomized in Eglitis et al. (2001), who simulated the dissolution of an
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adatom on a 63-atom cell of lithium under various circumstances, producing a potential energy
curve for the z-coordinate. Similarly, as mentioned, Taylor (2009) studied the changing electronic
bond structure during a metal dissolution event. Over and Seitsonen (2002) reviewed the state
of the art of surface oxidation studies on certain metals (in particular ruthenium) and concluded
that although some significant work had been done, “knowledge of the atomic-scale processes
behind metal oxidation remains limited” (p. 2003). In large part this is due to the complexity of
the oxygen–surface interaction, which changes as conditions range from vacuum, to solvent, to
a clean surface, to a partially or completely oxidized surface, peculiar for each element. Janik
et al. (2009) discussed the role of extended solvation in surface reaction kinetics, while acknowl-
edging the continuing difficulty of a full double layer representation. Anderson and Albu (1999)
concluded that for many systems, the oxygen reduction reaction(O2* + H+ + e− → OOH* is the
rate-determining step in metal surface oxidation. Kowacz and Putnis (2008) presented the con-
clusions of several studies that water solvation shell rearrangement constituted the kinetically
limiting step for the crystal growth or dissolution event. Other studies have examined disso-
ciative adsorption: for instance, Rossmeisl et al. (2006) calculated results on the dissociation of
water on the (1 1 1) surface of platinum. In short, a number of simulation techniques have been
developed which are suitable for describing metal surface reactions (adsorption and dissolution)
at a microscopic level.
2.3.2 Oxidation reactions on uranium (experimental).
The ninety-second element exists in nature primarily in the bound U(IV) state in urania mineral,
but can be induced into stable +2, +3, +4, and +6 oxidation states as well as the reduced
metallic state (cf. Keogh (2006), a general encyclopedic overview of actinide oxidation states; or
Den Auwer et al. (2009), who also discussed actinide coordination chemistry). The most up-to-
date definitive reference is the multivolume set edited by Morss et al. (2006), which covers the
breadth of actinide chemistry, experimental techniques, and thermodynamic data.
The particularly rich oxidation chemistry of uranium is nowhere better utilized than in aque-
ous extraction technology, where differences in oxidation chemistry are exploited to separate
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uranium, plutonium, and a host of minor fission products and other actinides from each other
(cf. Tsukada et al. (2008) and Kessinger and Thompson (2003), who specifically examined the
oxidation chemistry of uranium in PUREX reprocessing).
Oxidation reactions on a metallic uranium surface in vacuo have been studied experimentally in
bulk and (to a much lesser extent) numerically. Lin et al. (2008) reported an activation energy of
73.7 kJ ·mol−1 for oxidation of a uranium film at a pressure of 5 kPa. Senanayake et al. (2005b)
examined water-based oxidation of the uranium dioxide surface using spectroscopic techniques.
Manner et al. (1999) examined water–uranium reactions using heavy water, in connexion with
which some surface oxidation was experimentally observed.
Szabo´ et al. (2006) extensively reviewed experimental methods and results for many actinides
in solution. Vitorge et al. (2009) constructed Pourbaix oxidation–reduction diagrams and looked
into the Gibbs energies of formation of a variety of uranium oxidation states and compounds
in aqueous solution. They also contributed a review of recent attempts to model the hydration
of uranyl ion in solution or vacuum. Both of these studies are strong general overviews for
an introduction to uranium chemistry. In addition, Hilton (2000) extensively reviews corrosion
data for a variety of metal fuel scenarios. Unfortunately, these data are for a variety of specific
conditions which are difficult to apply to an in vacuo simulation.
Experimental data regarding uranium and uranium oxide dissolution are sparse, particularly at
a microkinetic level. The premier source is Hilton (2000), who reported a number of experimental
studies on the bulk oxidative corrosion of various metallic uranium fuels. Among the notable
data he reported is the observation that uranium metal passivation alternately compressively
protects and tensilely fractures the surface, exposing the surface continually to the dissolving
medium (pp. 4–5, 16). Delegrad et al. (2008), a Pacific Northwest National Laboratory techni-
cal report, summarized uranium dissolution analytical techniques, including reporting uranium
metal bead dissolution rates. Much of the data to which this latter report referred were older
sources: for example, Johnson (1962) and Lacher et al. (1961) provided dissolution data for ce-
ramic and metallic forms of uranium, respectively. A number of other studies may be found in
the references in Delegrad et al., but none provide a microscopic consideration of surface reac-
tions during bulk uranium dissolution. Manner et al. (1999) presented the results of experiments
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involving the aqueous chemistry of uranium performed with heavy water. The forced conclusion
is that currently available chemical dissolution data do not adequately describe uranium surface
oxidation at a microscopic level.
A few overall reaction mechanisms have been suggested for the dissolution of uranium (metal
and oxide). Inoue (1986) proposed a reaction mechanism for the dissolution of uranium dioxide
in nitric acid: U4+ + 2H+ + 2HNO2 → U6+ + 2NO + 2H2O. Roth and Jonsson (2008) discussed
the oxidative dissolution of uranium dioxide in the presence of carbonate, including extensive
tables of published dissolution rates, and presented a detailed mechanistic discussion. Other sur-
face reactions on uranium have also been studied experimentally and in simulation; for instance,
Nie et al. performed simulations of the adsorption of aluminum on the α-uranium surface. The
primary studies were performed by S. Sunder, D. W. Shoesmith, and colleagues at Whiteshell
Laboratories operated by Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited (AECL). They developed mechanis-
tic dissolution models for UO2 repository conditions which have deeply informed the approach
taken in this research (Shoesmith et al., 1996; Shoesmith and Sunder, 1991; Sunder and Shoesmith,
1991). Their contributions are discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.2.
Other possibly relevant sources of data on uranium dissolution and dissociation include: Kessinger
and Thompson (2003), who discussed bulk chop–leach dissolution for nuclear fuel reprocessing,
including no kinetic data; Kulikov (1971), who reported the results of experiments on the disso-
ciation of diverse uranium oxides; and Haschke (2002), who developed a quantitative model of
plutonium oxidative corrosion based on experimental data. Unfortunately, no such model seems
to exist for uranium.
Taken together, these studies indicate that a robust examination of the general aqueous chemistry
of uranium has been performed, although many mechanistic details remain due to the difficulty
of experimental radiochemistry, particularly at a mechanistic level. Much of the data is ther-
modynamic and equilibrium in nature as well, with the kinetics being neglected (perhaps due
to the wildly different circumstances in which different products of interest such as yellowcake,
in-reactor nuclear fuel, used nuclear fuel, and stabilized waste forms find themselves).
Although the experimental data are rather piecemeal, they allow the construction of a hypo-
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thetical reaction mechanism for oxygen on metallic uranium which could account for observed
features. Unfortunately, it seems that activation energies and an understanding of the rate-
determining steps still lie beyond the reach of the experimental data. Such a mechanism will
be proposed in Section 3.3.2, and examined in-depth using DFT in a subsequent portion of this
dissertation (Chapter 6).
2.4 Computational Components
There are a number of demands unique to uranium and actinide simulations which present
a challenge to comprehensive simulation. Several techniques have been utilized by different
researchers to attack these problems, with varying degrees of success.
There is a surplus of treatises on computational chemistry using both Hartree–Fock and related
wavefunction methods, perturbative many-body methods, and density functional methods. Of
these, the best general introduction to density functional theory is the chapter by Nogueira et al.
in Fiolhais et al. (2003). Martin (2004) also gave a thorough pedagogical presentation. Trindle
and Shillady (2008); Sprik (1998) presented pragmatic didactic introductions to the use of density
functional theory in chemical reaction modeling.
2.4.1 Actinide Modeling with DFT
The isolated or gas-phase uranium species has been well-considered in the past decade, espe-
cially motivated by nuclear fuel reprocessing requirements. Hay and Martin (2000) reviewed the
considerations and progress of actinide simulation using density functional theory and provided
some guidelines regarding the appropriate level of theory necessary.
Actinides beyond uranium. Richard et al. (2002) performed solid-state calculations on several
light actinide species using a plane-wave pseudopotential approach. Bouchet and colleagues
(2011; 2007) obtained the bulk elastic and thermodynamic properties of thorium and uranium;
the latter article extended the analysis to include protactinium and neptunium as well. A close
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study of the ground-state structures at standard temperature and pressure was made, followed
by a high-pressure study of the phase transitions. In particular, Bouchet and Jomard provided a
very good description of the inelastic neutron-scattering technique used by those researchers to
experimentally corroborate their calculations.
For related systems, a few more data are available. Wang et al. (2010) performed a study of
the high-pressure phase behavior of ThO2. Shi et al. (2010) studied the uranium carbide system
using the projector augmented wave (PAW) technique, finding that the metallic nature of the
compound was due mainly to the 5f electron contributions, and the covalent nature from the
carbon–carbon bonding.
Plutonium has proven particularly resistant to accurate modeling, with general DFT simulations
consistently reporting a magnetic ground state which is at odds with experimental findings
(Atta-Fynn and Ray, 2009). Although a concern in the higher actinides as the f-shell electron
correlation becomes stronger, this effect has not been observed in uranium. Minamoto et al.
(2009) calculated from first principles the bulk thermodynamic properties of plutonium dioxide,
utilizing no experimental data as input and achieving good agreement with experiment.
Uranyl. Clavague´ra-Sarrio et al. (2004, 2003) studied UO++2 hydration geometry and considered
issues involved with uranium simulation. Gutowski and Dixon (2006) calculated the energy of
solvation and the solvation shell exchange reaction activation energy for hydrated uranyl ion in
solution. Yang et al. (2010) provided a simple consideration of UO++2 adsorption to a bare α-
Al2O3 mineral surface, reporting only equilibrium bond lengths. Nichols et al. (2008) performed
high-quality calculations on the apical and equatorial solvation shells of the UO++2 ion.
Uranium. By far the bulk of studies have been carried out for UO2 systems given their com-
mercial significance. Thus only a few studies will be noted in this area. Most recent work has
focused on defect formation: Iwasawa et al. (2006); Freyss et al. (2005); Crocombette et al. (2001)
are all representative of this trend.
A few results have also been obtained for the α-uranium surface. Taylor (2008) evaluated the
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suitability of various DFT techniques for obtaining materials parameters of the (0 0 1) surface.
Chantis et al. (2008) considered the band structure of (bulk) α-uranium using the GW approach
(simulation). Chen et al. (2012) calculated the optical properties of α- and γ-uranium.
The primary worker in the field has been Asok Ray of the University of Texas at Arlington. Mor-
rison and Ray (2012) studied the thin-film quantum behavior of γ-uranium nanolayers, finding
strong uniform contractions in the unit cell. Morrison and Ray (2011) calculated results for atomic
hydrogen and oxygen adsorption onto the (1 0 0) surface of γ-uranium. Similarly, Dholabhai and
Ray (2007) examined atomic oxygen and carbon adsorptions, while Huda and Ray (2005) exam-
ined the reaction of O2 with a γ-uranium surface, concluding that dissociative adsorption of O2 is
energetically preferred to molecular adsorption.
Other contributions to recent γ-uranium simulation include the work of Beeler et al. (2010), who
calculated defect formation energies. Yang et al. (2011) studied the adsorption of H2 on the
(1 0 0) surface as well and took steps to determine the effect of the incorporation of alloying
niobium atoms.
Collectively these studies indicate that density functional theory methods are sufficiently mature
to allow in-depth study of the actinides despite the relative challenge of systems with many
correlated electrons. However, there has been an exclusive focus on the (1 0 0) surface which is
unwarranted, as shall be demonstrated.
2.4.2 Success with other techniques.
Classical potentials. Boyarchenkov et al. (2012) simulated the behavior of nanocrystals of UO2(s)
using empirical pair potentials. They found the surface energy of the (1 0 0) and (1 1 1) faces us-
ing MD, with their ratio correct to within experimental accuracy. Hagberg et al. (2005) simulated
the solvation of uranyl in water using a uranium–water pair potential. The geometry of the
solvated ion appeared to be correct, but the rate constant yielded from the simulation would be
much too large for the actual reaction (p. 14256).
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Hartree–Fock theory. Roos, Gagliardi, and co-workers have worked at creating and utilizing the
complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method, an extension to traditional Hartree–
Fock theory, to analyze and model molecules involving uranium and other actinides. Gagliardi
(2011); Gagliardi and Roos (2007) reviewed this method and its success, capable of modeling
such exotic beasts as the quintuply-bonded U2 dimer. However, the scalability of CASSCF is as
poor as Hartree–Fock-type methods generally. Gagliardi and Roos (2005); Gagliardi et al. (2001)
also carried out other studies of uranium molecules and their electronic structure.
Obviously several techniques and approaches are possible for quantum chemistry and materials
science of the sort undertaken in this research. Thus this study requires an apologia pro opus-
culo meo: why choose density functional theory over pair potentials or Hartree–Fock theory?
Briefly, in the first case, although MD provides adequate metal–metal and water–water poten-
tials, the water–metal potentials are currently inadequate for quantitative results (e.g. Hagberg
et al. (2005); although Arima et al. (2010) presented steps towards rectifying this situation). The
algorithms (and basic nature) of Hartree–Fock theory fail to provide a scaling behavior which
permits the simulation of even moderately extended systems without bringing to bear far more
computational firepower than possible. In addition, Hartree–Fock-theoretical results are typi-
cally of insufficient accuracy on energy calculations for quantitative chemical reactivity studies
(Hay and Martin (2000, pp. 384–85)). DFT emerges as a pragmatic method of sufficient accuracy
to provide insight into the reaction mechanism and energetics without overwhelming available
computational techniques and resources.
2.5 Need for Further Research
Stampfl et al. (2002, p. 391) called for more (and more accurate) electronic-structure calculations
of the metal surface for catalysis and corrosion processes, and the magnitude of the problem
is such that all studies since then (including, of course, this modest contribution) have only
been able to fill in scattered pieces of a fully ab initio description of surface reactions and their
consequences. For actinide surface science in particular the experimentally challenging nature
of the radioisotopes precludes large-scale basic science from being performed as extensively as
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it has been for, say, iron or cobalt; and the complex electronic structure of the actinides has
prevented extensive simulation until recent years.
Moreover, Huda and Ray claimed that, as of 2005, “on the theoretical side, there are no results in
the literature on molecular [diatomic] oxygen chemisorption, including preferred adsorption sites
and chemisorption energies on uranium surfaces” (emphasis added). Of course, there are the
subsequent studies of Dholabhai and Ray (2007); Huda and Ray (2005), which treated oxidation
on γ-uranium, but their general observation still stands.
Another motivation for simulating surface reactions on U0 metal (rather than the currently more
economically important ceramic UO2) is that plain Kohn–Sham density functional theory fails
to reproduce the full band structure for UO2, reporting it as a metal rather than as an insulator
(Pickard et al., 2000, p. 5123). This is potentially of profound consequence to reduction–oxidation
reactions of the type studied in this research, which motivated the selection of U0 as the base
material for simulation. Although the body-centered cubic γ phase of pure uranium metal is
not stable below 760 ◦C, the addition of molybdenum or chromium alters the phase behavior
of the alloy such that it is metastable at lower temperature, a situation analogous to martensitic
steel (Hofman et al. (1997), Holden (1958, pp. 237–258), Wilson and Rundle (1949)). The alloyed
γ-uranium is used for fast reactor fuel due to its stability against irradiation. α-uranium, on the
other hand, is the stable pure form of uranium metal, and the form for which more experimental
data regarding oxidation are available for comparison. A complete study of the oxygen surface
reactions on γ-uranium (i.e., one which went beyond the admittedly useful work of Ray and
coworkers, Morrison and Ray; Dholabhai and Ray; Huda and Ray) would have to consider the
effect of the transition metal alloyed with the uranium, which could be substantial. Steps were
taken by Yang et al. (2011) to begin that undertaking. This research focuses on pure γ-uranium,
although future studies will need to examine the oxidation reactions of the entire variety of
uranium compounds important to practical nuclear engineering.
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Chapter 3
A Proposed Chemical Reaction
Mechanism
Although a full treatment is far beyond the scope of this account, an introductory overview
of density functional theory and the plane-wave pseudopotential formulation is provided for
the reader who may be unfamiliar with DFT in Appendix A. This chapter builds directly on
that foundation, particularly dealing with the approximations and accomodations which become
necessary to model extended systems containing actinides in any reasonable period of time. The
software used, NWChem 6, is also discussed in Appendix B (Valiev et al., 2010). The material
in this chapter is intended to provide a brief rationale motivating the parameters of the study,
and then a description of surface oxidation of metals leading to a proposal for γ-uranium is
presented.
3.1 Considerations for Actinides
Many of the developments discussed in the first appendix on density functional theory have
particular application to heavy elements, in particular lanthanides and actinides. For instance,
it is largely the use of plane-wave basis sets with pseudopotentials and projector-augmented
wave basis sets that has rendered the simulation of extended actinide systems tractable, even
given the strides in computational power available during the last two decades. However, several
issues, such as electron–electron correlation, still bear consideration for any DFT-based research
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involving uranium or neighboring elements.
The actinides correspond to the progressive filling of the 5f electron shell, and much of their com-
plexity and peculiarity arises from this effect. Although not valence electrons, the correlated 5f
electrons pose a significant modeling challenge, especially when highly correlated as in the later
actinides and some lanthanides. (Uranium is fortunately largely exempt from these concerns,
which begin to manifest as early as plutonium.) The f shell electrons are generally included
in the inner-core electrons in the pseudopotential approximation, although they can experience
some mixing with other states (Nie et al., 2009, p. 675). For uranium, mixing is presumptively
the case, and so the pseudopotential used treats the 5f electrons as valence electrons. Although
somewhat controversial, it seems that the 5f electron correlation does not become a major issue
in actinide simulation until at least plutonium (cf. Atta-Fynn and Ray (2009), which discusses the
issue of the experimental nonmagnetic ground state of plutonium v. the magnetic ground state
consistently obtained with DFT).
The relative importance of spin-orbit effects for actinide complexes should also be considered.
In particular, to adequately describe the symmetry of ligands on the uranyl ion UO++2 , spin-
orbit coupling can be vital. Nevertheless, Hay and Martin (1998) found that the electronic and
structural properties of uranium species were often adequately described without an explicit
treatment of spin-orbit effects.
The Hubbard DFT+U corrections add a localized term to the exchange–correlation functional to
better represent Coulombic repulsion between highly correlated electrons. DFT+U turns out to
be more important for insulating or semiconducting systems; thus, UO2 typically requires either
LDA+U or GGA+U corrections to adequately capture the ground electronic state in such systems
(cf. Dorado et al. (2009); Iwasawa et al. (2006)). In particular, for excited-state effects it has been
shown that the corrections provided by DFT+U are often necessary for accuracy (Anisimov et al.,
1997, p. 767). (This obviously is not a concern for regular ground-state density functional theory.)
The foregoing electronic effects on the current study are discussed in Section 4.2.
Michaelides and Scheffler (2012) counseled the use of the PBE96 GGA exchange–correlation func-
tionals with heavy metals. Based on simulation with various exchange–correlation functionals,
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PBE96 will be utilized for the uranium simulation in this research, since it appears that the
marginal gain in accuracy for transition metal simulation which may come from using more ad-
vanced mGGA or hybrid methods does not justify their increased computational expense in this
case. The findings of Ray and co-workers (Morrison and Ray; Morrison and Ray; Dholabhai and
Ray; Huda and Ray also indicate that GGA is sufficient for actinide chemistry. This subject is
treated in more depth in Section 4.1.1.
3.2 Oxidizing Surface Reactions
3.2.1 Chemical Reaction Modeling
The bulk of chemical reaction rate theory has focused a theoretical lens on fluid-phase one- or
two-molecule interactions, without constrained solid-state atoms participating (Henriksen and
Hansen, 2008; Laidler and King, 1983; Glasstone et al., 1941). There has also been success in
the past few decades in modeling catalysis on the solid surface, whether semiempirically or ab
initio (Stampfl et al., 2002; Shustorovich and Sellers, 1998). This research has clearly shown the
importance of understanding molecular geometry and the corresponding electronic structure to
chemical reaction modeling.
Some chemical reaction models have attempted to describe the dissolution or deposition process
primarily in terms of the solid-state material undergoing changes in its constituent atoms. For
instance, the step-wave dissolution model of Lasaga and Lu¨ttge seeks to utilize the change in
Gibbs energy between phases to describe the dissolution reaction rate without regard to further
dynamics of the contacting solvent. Other basically thermodynamic models exist as well (Alek-
seev et al., 2003; Prikhod’ko and Moroz, 2002). A criticism which can be made with regard to this
category of model is that it glosses over much of the difficulty of finding the quantitative values
of thermodynamic quantities on a microscopic scale; admittedly, they generally do so know-
ingly, and are able to reproduce a surprising amount of qualitative and quantitative behavior,
depending on the system (cf. Lasaga and Lu¨ttge, p. 2404).
The description of a chemical reaction from a mechanistic standpoint must account for the re-
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actants and the geometry of the transition using electronic structure and energy information.
Several methods are available to determine the reaction coordinate, from construction of a po-
tential energy surface (often used in transition state theory) to the sophisticated nudged elastic
band (NEB) method. This research favors the construction of energy curves along constrained
vectors at high-symmetry sites, which are favored for adsorption (Yang et al., 2011).
3.3 Proposed Uranium Oxidation Surface Reaction
3.3.1 Materials parameters of metallic uranium
Irradiation resistance. It is desirable to have metal fuel elements which are both resistant to
irradiation and which do not undergo phase changes with significant changes in volume. Al-
though α-uranium is the stable phase at room temperature, it has some issues with void forma-
tion that renders it less suitable in some contexts. So, much as the case with martensitic stainless
steels, it was found early on that γ-uranium can be stabilized down to lower temperatures by
the addition of molybdenum or niobium and rapid quenching. The body-centered cubic struc-
ture also resists irradiation damage better to high fluence than other phases of uranium metal,
yielding γ-uranium as the prime candidate for fast reactors with hard neutron spectra—namely,
breeder and burner reactors. (Void formation in γ-uranium is mitigated by increasing fuel poros-
ity and providing a plenum (Hofman et al., 1997).) For technological and industrial applications,
the chief advantage of γ-uranium is its favorable resistance to corrosion and radiation-induced
deformation (Beeler et al., p. 1).
Electrochemistry. The observed reduction potential for the oxidation of U0 to U(IV) in 1 molar
HClO4 is 1.46 V. For the oxidation of U(IV) to U(VI) under the same conditions, the reduction
potential is −0.33 V (Heyes, 1998). The thermodynamic Gibbs energy for the reactions are thus,
by the definition of Gibbs energy ∆G = −nFE ,
NU0−U(IV) = −4 · 96 485 C ·mol−1 · 1.46 V = −563 kJ ·mol−1
NU(IV)−U(VI) = −2 · 96 485 C ·mol−1 ·−0.33 V = 64 kJ ·mol−1.
(3.1)
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These values, of course, do not directly apply to the reduction of uranium metal to ions in vacuo or
under other aqueous conditions, but may indicate an estimate of the expected relative magnitude
of these changes.
As with all metals, the oxidized mineral or dissolved state of uranium is far more stable in nature
than the reduced metallic state. The states of immediate interest to the proposed reaction are the
reduced U0 metal, the U(IV) ion, and the U(VI) ion.
3.3.2 Proposed Mechanism
Although it appears that the microkinetics and mechanism of the uranium metal oxidation re-
action have only been briefly studied, particularly for the case in vacuo or under an inert atmo-
sphere (Lin et al. (2008); Bloch et al. (1982)), there is sufficient material available in the literature
to propose a reaction mechanism hypothesis consistent with the experiments performed and the
theoretical understanding of metal oxidation. This proposed mechanism draws on my under-
standing of the above-cited literature, as well as the observations of actinide researcher Richard
L. Martin (personal conversation, 12 July 2011, Los Alamos National Laboratory), and will be
used as a heuristic motivation for exploring the surface adsorption reactions and suggesting
further work.
Based on the observation by Bloch et al. of a chemisorbed oxygen species prior to oxidation of
metallic uranium, as well as the expected behavior of oxidizing metals, molecular oxygen will
dissociate into atomic oxygen at or near the surface. The atomic oxygen will chemisorb to the
surface and chemically oxidize the neutral metal atoms (Over and Seitsonen (2002)). At some
point, reaction with ions in solution or a mutual decrease in attraction due to the oxidation state
may drive the oxidized metal atom away from the surface and into solution. (This ion-induced
dissolution stage may be contrasted with the reaction for the dissolution of uranium dioxide
in the presence of nitric acid suggested by Sunder and Shoesmith (1991), which proposes the
dissolution of the oxidized UO++2 species from the surface prior to combination with ions in
solution.)
Two schematics are appropriate here. First, the UO2 dissolution schematic is depicted in Fig-
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ure 3.1, including the progressive passivation of the surface. An illustration of the proposed
dissolution of uranium metal is depicted in Figure 3.2. The net proposed reaction mechanism for
the oxidative dissolution of uranium metal consists of three stages:
1. The adsorption of molecular oxygen on the uranium surface and its consequent dissociation
to molecular oxygen (some diffusion into the surface is depicted in Figure 3.2 as well).
2. The formation of UO2 at the surface by the stepwise oxidation of U0 to U(IV).
3. The subsequent oxidation of UO2 to UO++2 under the influence of ions in solution.
In chemical notation, these correspond to
U0(s) +O2(s) → U0(s) + 2O∗
U0(s) +O
∗ → UO∗; UO∗ +O∗ → UO∗2
UO∗2 → UO++2 (aq) + 2e−
The first and second stages provide the most obvious areas for DFT-based investigation, as the
oxidation reaction does not have an obvious path for simulation. Excess electrons from the third
stage will react with water to form hydroxyl anions in solution. In an oxidizing environment
we do not expect a significant uranium–hydroxide reaction to take place, so simulation of this
reaction stage was foregone. This proposal is corroborated in its features by the overall reduction–
oxidation reaction mechanism suggested by Hilton (2000), who treats the fundamental steps as
molecular adsorption, molecular dissociation, and diffusion driven by an ion-induced electric
field (pp. 4–5,16).
3.4 Summary
This chapter laid out the preliminaries to a heuristic microscopic reaction mechanism for the
oxidative dissolution of uranium metal. The research underlying this dissertation examines the
chemisorption and oxidation steps specifically (the first and second reactions above), looking at
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Figure 3.1: Uranium dioxide dissolution mechanism (Sunder and Shoesmith, 1991).
Figure 3.2: Uranium metal dissolution mechanism.
the formation of UO2 on the uranium surface. The surface structure and energy will be examined
in Chapter 5 and then the results of density functional theory simulations of the adsorption
reactions involved in oxidation corrosion will be presented and discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Bulk Simulation and Structure
Metallic uranium occurs in a body-centered cubic γ phase at higher temperatures (Section 2.1).
This is the first key property of the system to recover. The prime indicator of accuracy in a
calculation is the geometry of the system: if this does not come out correct, no other success can
compensate. Thus for a high-symmetry case like body-centered cubic γ-uranium, the variation
in size of the unit cell will tell us about the accuracy of our computational methods. The two
values recoverable immediately from these data are the lattice parameter and the bulk modulus.
The lattice parameter describes the equilibrium volume of the unit cell under current simulation
assumptions and conditions, while the bulk modulus gives one a notion about how the system
will transform under isotropic stress. The electronic structure reveals if the system is behaving as
a metal or an insulator, as well as information about bonding should that be a consideration. This
chapter describes the computational methods undertaken to simulate the system and compares
results to existing literature data, where available.
4.1 Computational Method
Progress in adsorption calculations is like crawling up a shaft hand over hand. Each step must
be firmly in place prior to subsequent stages, and so the confluence of method and constraints
which inevitably arises must be delineated clearly from the beginning. The methods which
are discussed here are presented with an eye to subsequent use cases, although that may not
become apparent until later chapters. The foresight of my preliminary examination committee in
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counseling a narrow focus on initial reaction steps was critical to the success of this project in its
tighter scope. Memory constraints which will govern larger supercells are not yet a consideration
in the bulk, but will divert the size and resolution from computationally overzealous precision.
Herein the computational methods for geometry and electronic structure as well as convergence
in density functional theory calculations are discussed.
4.1.1 Convergence
The parameter space which must be searched for convergence is quite large with many indepen-
dent degrees of freedom. Among these are the exchange–correlation functional, the plane-wave
cutoff energy, the Brillouin zone sampling scheme, the real-space grid resolution, the periodicity
of the unit cell, possible relativistic and spin-orbit effects, the self-consistent field optimization
scheme, and a number of other (mostly software-related) considerations. Let us discuss each of
these in turn.
Exchange–correlation functional. A dazzling array of exchange–correlation functionals presents
itself to the researcher, but the majority of these have physical or computational characteristics
which disqualify them from general currency. The most common methods are the local den-
sity approximation (LDA); the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA), primarily that due to
Perdew et al. (PBE96); and hybrid methods which incorporate a Hartree–Fock electron exchange
component. In computational chemistry using density functional theory, the B3LYP method is
also frequently utilized. There is rarely a compelling reason to depart from standard practice in
the selection of functional; some examples of these categories are compared here to determine
that most suitable for γ-uranium calculations.
Plane-wave cutoff energy. Recall that the plane wave basis set elements ϕα are of the form
ϕα (~r) =
1
Ω
exp
[
ı~Gα ·~r
]
(4.1)
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where Ω is the volume of the cell; and ~Gα = i ·~b1 + j ·~b2 + k ·~b3 is the reciprocal lattice representa-
tion (Martin (2004, pp. 236–238)). This clearly requires a spectrum of frequencies to represent all
components in a calculation. In particular, higher frequency components require more memory
and computation to capture. The pseudopotential representation mitigates the requirement for
extremely high-frequency components. In practice an arbitrary cutoff energy must be selected
which excludes higher-energy components; this is strongly a function of the “hardness” of the
pseudopotential. 50 Ha is typically more than adequate for transition metal pseudopotentials
with partially full d shells; for instance, Lubin et al. (2000, p. 448) performed calculations with
a cutoff of 50 Ha for aluminum, and Yu et al. (2010, p. 10) used a cutoff of 24 Ha for gallium
arsenide. (The projector augmented wave method, also in common use, typically requires cutoff
values only a tenth to a quarter of those for plane-wave pseudopotentials: Karha´nek (2010, p. 30)
used 15 Ha for nickel; Taylor (2008, p. 1) used 9 Ha for uranium.)
Intimately connected with the plane-wave cutoff energy is the real-space grid resolution. Density
functional theory codes store the Kohn–Sham one-electron wave functions on a discrete real-
space grid. The highest-frequency component of the plane waves which is representable by the
real-space grid functions as a limit for a given calculation. Ideally, these two factors should be co-
varied. The grid resolution may readily be determined by simply testing several representative
systems and checking for convergence. In practice, many researchers have found that a grid
spacing of 0.2 A˚ is sufficient for convergence of calculations involving most elements (Mortensen
et al., 2005); others have used 0.06 A˚ or less (Yu et al., 2010).
Brillouin zone sampling. In solid-state physics, the Brillouin zone represents a k-space descrip-
tion of the crystal and its energy levels (see Appendix C.1 for more details, including a graphic
representation for the body-centered cubic system). Many calculations sample exclusively at the
so-called Γ point at the center of this zone, at least as a first approximation. However, regularly
sampling and evenly weighting other energy values in this zone (often using a Monkhorst–Pack
integration scheme, Monkhorst and Pack (1976)) gives rise to a more accurate integration of the
total energy of the unit cell. (Brillouin zone sampling should be undertaken judiciously, and there
are motivations for adopting an even grid rather than an odd one in a Monkhorst–Pack integra-
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tion scheme: possible multiple images of the Γ point can skew the overall integration value; and
the use of too many high-symmetry points impairs the sampling quality (Kratzer et al. (1997)).)
Note also that convergence with respect to k-point integration schemes is not governed by a
variational principle. This latter point means that convergence must be tested for as a function
of Brillouin zone sampling points as well.
Electronic effects. An accurate accounting of the expected electronic ground state is vital to
obtaining a proper description of the chemisorption process. The levels of sophistication of
treating electronic structure are non-spin-polarized (NSP), spin-polarized (SP), and noncollinear
(vector) spin. In addition, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) may be incorporated if relativistic effects are
significant.
Even for low-Z elements, an accurate description of the atomic or molecular spectrum requires
the consideration of spin-orbit coupling. Furthermore, the zeroth-order relativistic approxima-
tion (ZORA) or some scalar-relativistic treatment is often necessary for an adequate description
of heavy ions, such as high transition metals or actinides. These are potentially important for
uranium metal and were included in the field of parameter searches.
Spin polarization occurs when the spin-up (α) and spin-down (β) electron densities are not equal,
and may be detected by performing a spin-unrestricted calculation.
The spin multiplicity 2L + 1 is another critical factor in obtaining the correct ground state de-
scription. In transition metals, electron delocalization and band formation quench the orbital
angular momentum: L → 0⇒ 2L + 1 = 0. Spin multiplicities for adsorbing species are given in
Appendix C.3.
Other considerations. The self-consistent field optimization scheme (convergence by a conju-
gate gradient method or a band-by-band minimizer; see also Appendix A.1.1) can also affect
convergence, and multiple schemes should be tested in the software program if they are avail-
able and there is reason to believe that this is a significant factor. NWChem 6 provides a Grassman
LMBFGS minimizer which was used in all calculations.
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4.1.2 Physical Characteristics
A two-atom body-centered cubic unit cell was used, and the optimal lattice parameter a was
determined by varying a across a range of values and taking the energetic minimum. (A sample
file for this type of calculation is included in Appendix B.) Beyond determination of the optimal
lattice parameter, this also provided a way to calculate the bulk modulus of the system.
The bulk modulus B describes how the energy E of the system changes as the unit cell is de-
formed away from its equilibrium volume V0 in the bulk. While several equations of state exist,
for this work the Murnaghan equation of state was used to determine the bulk modulus from
simulation data. This equation of state is written as
E(V) = E0 +
B0V
B′0
(
(V0/V)B
′
0
B′0 − 1
+ 1
)
− B0V0
B′0 − 1
(4.2)
where E0 = E(V0); and B0, B′0 are constants describing the deformation (Murnaghan (1944,
p. 246)). Typically, the Murnaghan equation of state is accurate to within ten percent for empir-
ical data—although this is due to the insufficient accuracy of experimental methods (Karha´nek
(2010, p. 43)).
4.1.3 Electronic Structure
The electronic structure elements of interest which can be readily calculated with density func-
tional theory include the electronic band structure and the density of states (DOS). The latter
can be carried out as either a total density of states (containing all contributions without regard
to source) or as a projected density of states (PDOS) (breaking down the contributions to each
energy level in the conduction/valence band by electron subshell). The former allows one to
determine if the material is behaving as a metal, semiconductor, or insulator, while the PDOS
gives one an idea about the bonding which is taking place (if any).
The method utilized in this dissertation for obtaining the PDOS is the Mulliken analysis (Mul-
liken, 1955), calculated in the PSPW module by applying a Lorentzian distribution to the Kohn–
Sham eigenvalues at the default width of 0.5 eV. The Mulliken analysis projects the density
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of states onto a nonorthogonal atom-centered Gaussian basis set in order to obtain the PDOS.
It should be noted that, to a certain extent, Mulliken-type electronic structure analyses are not
comparable between systems. Mulliken analysis is somewhat dependent on the basis set (Philips
et al., 2010), and so may be better taken as an index of electronic structure behavior within a set
of calculations rather than across different basis sets.
4.2 Results and Discussion
The signal importance of convergence merits priority in the discussion of results. Each factor
mentioned above which affects convergence is discussed successively prior to entering into a
discussion of full results.
4.2.1 Convergence
Exchange–correlation functional. Convergence per se is not typically affected by the choice
of exchange–correlation functional, although the absolute value acquired varies within a few
percent. (The exchange–correlation functional assumptions are unquantifiable without advances
in density functional theory, so unfortunately a more precise assessment cannot be generally
made.) Thus discussion of exchange–correlation functional is deferred to the general results in
Section 4.2.2.
Plane-wave cutoff energy. Figure 4.1 depicts the results of convergence by Brillouin zone sam-
pling of the γ-uranium system for several exchange–correlation functionals. A zoomed-in section
of the PBE96 data is given as well, showing the maximum wave vector component which can be
represented in this unit cell. At 90 Ha, the PBE96 calculations have converged to within 0.2 mHa
of their highest-resolution value, and this cutoff is used in subsequent calculations. (This is
incidentally the same value for the cutoff energy as that used by Crocombette et al. (2001).)
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Figure 4.1: Energy convergence, error, and a zoomed-in view of energy convergence, all as a function
of plane-wave cutoff energy. The dashed line in the bottom plot indicates the maximum allowable wave
vector energy for this system (the highest-frequency component representable on the real-space grid).
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Brillouin zone sampling. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 depict the results of convergence by Brillouin
zone sampling of a γ-uranium system. In the first place, the inclusion of high-symmetry points,
such as the Γ point, may degrade the overall quality of the integral, particularly for small super-
cells (see Appendix C.1). Thus the convergence is shown separately as a function of even and odd
Monkhorst–Pack sampling. Additionally, Brillouin zone sampling is not subject to a variational
principle; thus the lowest energy may not be taken as the representative ground-state energy.
Instead, one must compare various levels of sampling until the desired level of convergence is
reached. In this case, it was found that the 4× 4× 4 Monkhorst–Pack sampling was satisfactory
to within 0.3 mHa of the highest-quality data point obtained.
Real-space grid resolution. As mentioned above, a grid spacing of 0.2 A˚ converges for many
elements. This turns out to be broadly true for the total energy in these uranium calculations in
NWChem; however, for comparing relative values—particularly surface interlayer spacing energies
and adsorption energies—this proved to be too optimistic, and a grid spacing of 0.05–0.10 A˚ was
necessary to distinguish converged states at an energy resolution of 0.5 mHa. This proved to be
the single most demanding characteristic of these calculations: with the high cutoff energy, large
number of electrons, and dense grid, over two gigabytes of primary memory were required per
process.
Spin-orbit coupling and relativistic effects. When spin-orbit coupling and ZORA were in-
cluded in the metallic bulk simulation, it was found that for the system under consideration in
this work their contribution to the total energy was small (on the order of 30 mHa). This con-
clusion concords with the findings of Hay and Martin (2000). It appears that there is perhaps a
quenching effect in bulk uranium metal which fortunately obviates the need for these computa-
tionally intensive techniques. In any case, based on those calculations, subsequent simulations
neglect these effects in favor of a simpler description. Where data are available for comparison
which include these effects, it has been found that the relative difference is on the order of 5%
at worst (Section 6.3). It should also be noted that the Troullier–Martins norm-conserving pseu-
dopotential provided with NWChem 6 incorporates relativistic contractions in the electron core,
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(a) Full-scale Brillouin zone convergence for sampling including high-symmetry points.
(b) Detailed view to show uneven convergence, on the scale of 0.01 Ha.
Figure 4.2: Energy convergence by odd Brillouin zone sampling (n× n× n). Note that the values oscillate
above and below the highest-quality data point, rather than converging monotonically from above.
regardless of ZORA or other methodological treatments which may be applied afterwards.
It was found that spin polarization produced a poor lattice constant without significantly affect-
ing the energy level; thus further calculations are not spin-polarized. It is speculated that this is
due to the fact that γ-uranium is not the state of pure uranium at T = 0 K, and that the system (in
that case) seeks the α-uranium system (which is magnetic in simulations of thin films, Stojic´ et al.
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(a) Full-scale Brillouin zone convergence, omitting high-symmetry points from the sampling.
(b) Detailed view to show uneven convergence, on the scale of 0.01 Ha.
Figure 4.3: Energy convergence by even Brillouin zone sampling (n× n× n). Note that the values oscillate
above and below the highest-quality data point, rather than converging monotonically from above.
(2003)). This result appears to be consistent with the observation that other researchers have re-
ported: significant (chemical) relativistic effects for gaseous or liquid-state uranium species—but
the incorporation of relativity effects for solid-state calculations is not consistent across studies.
Ray and coworkers (Morrison and Ray (2012); Dholabhai and Ray (2007); Huda and Ray (2005))
used a scalar-relativistic pseudopotential; where their results overlap with those obtained in the
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present study, the agreement is close (quantified in Section 6.3). Yang et al. (2011) does not raise
or address the issue. Huda and Ray found that, in the case of their three-layer unrelaxed γ-
uranium surface, “[the inclusion of] spin polarization [did] not have a significant effect on the
chemisorption process” (p. 98); the current results, presented in Chapter 6, are consistent with
this observation. Further calculations are thus not spin-polarized, as this recovered the geometry
of the γ-uranium system better.
Summary of convergence analysis. In summary, the rule has been to select the method which
will give adequate results without straining computational resources, as well as to select the
problems solved from those attainable by these methods. Thus, unless stated otherwise, further
simulations have been carried out spin-restricted using the PBE96 exchange–correlation func-
tional at an energy cutoff of 90 Ha with a real-space grid resolution of 0.1 A˚ and a 4 × 4 × 4
Monkhorst–Pack sampling of the Brillouin zone (4× 4× 1 for surfaces). All simulations were
converged to 10−7 Ha by the self-consistent field method.
4.2.2 Geometry and Electronic Structure
Geometry. The equilibrium lattice parameters from this study are given in Table 4.1. A compar-
ison of these values with all reported literature values, both experimental and numerical, is given
in Figure 4.4; in addition, the experimental and simulation values are broken out in Tables 4.2 and
4.3. It is clear that adequate sampling of the Brillouin zone is requisite for a suitably contracted
unit cell; it is also apparent that LDA overbinds, as expected, while the PBE96 GGA exchange–
correlation functional slightly underbinds unless the Brillouin zone sampling is adequate. (There
also appears to be no motivation to consider the HSE exchange–correlation functional further, as
it overbinds the system even more than LDA.)
Four experimental values for the lattice parameter were available in the literature (Bochvar et al.,
1958; Klepfer and Chiotti, 1957; Wilson and Rundle, 1949; McLennan and McKay, 1930), sum-
marized in Table 4.2 (in which the values reported by Klepfer and Chiotti are extrapolated to
25 ◦C). The average of the three room-temperature values, a = 3.462 A˚, was taken as the target
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Table 4.1: Calculated lattice parameter a for body-centered cubic γ-uranium by exchange–correlation
functional, with error ε relative to the experimental average.
Functional a ε Comment
— A˚ % —
LDA 3.51 1.4% Γ-point calculation
PBE96 3.56 2.8% Γ-point calculation
PBEsol 3.52 1.7% Γ-point calculation
HSE 3.29 5.0% Γ-point calculation
LDA 3.36 2.9% 4× 4× 4 Brillouin zone sampling
PBE96 3.44 0.6% 4× 4× 4 Brillouin zone sampling
PBEsol 3.37 2.7% 4× 4× 4 Brillouin zone sampling
Table 4.2: Experimental lattice parameter a for body-centered cubic γ-uranium.
Parameter Source Comments
3.437 A˚ McLennan and McKay (1930, pp. 1–2) “room temperature” (possibly accidental
impurity)
3.474 A˚ Wilson and Rundle (1949, p. 127) graphical extrapolation of data to “room
temperature”
3.474 A˚ Klepfer and Chiotti (1957) linear extrapolation of data to 25 ◦C
3.524 A˚ Bochvar et al. (1958, p. 816) 805 ◦C
3.467 A˚ Dholabhai and Ray (2007, p. 508) Misreading of data from Wilson and Rundle
(3.467kX, where 1kX = 1.002A˚)
3.462 A˚ — average of room-temperature experimental
values
Table 4.3: Optimized lattice parameters a for body-centered cubic γ-uranium for different exchange–
correlation functionals, with error ε (literature values).
Parameter Source Method
3.46 A˚ Chen et al. (2012, p. 3) PBE96 functional, ultrasoft pseudopotential
3.43 A˚ Yang et al. (2011, p. 23382) PBE96 functional
3.463 A˚ Morrison and Ray (2011) PBE96 functional, spin-orbit coupling
3.43 A˚ Taylor (2008, p. 4) PW91 functional
3.365 A˚ Crocombette et al. (2001, p. 2) LDA functional
value for assessing simulation accuracy. The experimental data are obtained at high temperature
(several hundred Kelvin), and so the averaged equilibrium lattice parameter is probably higher
than the “true” zero-Kelvin γ-uranium lattice parameter. A cautionary tale ensconced in the data
of Figure 4.4 is that provided by the spurious 2005 experimental value incidentally reported by
Huda and Ray. This is often cited by contemporary studies as the definitive value, but actually
arises from a misreading of the X-ray crystallographic data in Wilson and Rundle (1949). The
error is not grave, but illustrates the importance of reading the original sources carefully.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of lattice parameter by technique from the present study and previous studies,
both experimental and numerical. The heavy line indicates the averaged experimental value. See text for
a discussion of the spurious data point indicated by the arrow.
The bulk modulus is calculated from the behavior of the system as the unit cell volume is varied
(Table 4.4). The experimental bulk lattice is reported to be B = 113.3 GPa (Morrison and Ray
(2012, p. 638)). Agreement with the experimental bulk modulus was not strong for any of the
simulations, although certainly better than some other values presented in the literature. For
instance, Morrison and Ray, p. 638 reports several calculations of varying quality, including an
all-electron LAPW value B = 113.75 GPa which closely approximates the experimental value;
there is however a very broad range in the calculations, B = 96.2–502.0 GPa. Yoo et al. (1998,
p. 57) also points out that ab initio calculations often do poorly in obtaining this material param-
eter for γ-uranium. This overestimation of the bulk modulus indicates that the simulation will
be more resistant to compression than the actual system. It also potentially means that the lattice
parameter is underestimated (for this numerical system), although close accordance with the ex-
perimental lattice parameter may give the lie to that suspicion. It is possible that this discrepancy
will affect the degree of expansion and contraction in the surface layers, although on the side of
underestimating expansion and contraction. Where other data are available they accord closely
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Table 4.4: Bulk modulus B for body-centered cubic γ-uranium as a function of exchange–correlation
functional.
Functional B
— GPa
LDA (Γ point) 514.8
LDA (4× 4× 4) 355.4
PBE96 (Γ point) 445.5
PBE96 (4× 4× 4) 261.8
PBEsol (Γ point) 490.2
PBEsol (4× 4× 4) 315.6
HSE (Γ point) 841.1
Experiment 113.8
with what is found in this study, lending confidence to these results (Section 5.3).
The net results of this analysis show that the selection of PBE96 for further density functional
theory work is well-founded, and upholds the maxim that no other exchange–correlation func-
tional than PBE96/GGA should be selected for this type of work unless there is strong motivation
otherwise.
Electronic structure. The band structure and a corresponding Mulliken analysis of the den-
sity of states by electron suborbital is given in Figure 4.5 for the PBE96 exchange–correlation
functional1. (A band structure calculation and Mulliken analysis was not performed for the
HSE exchange–correlation functional due to computational restrictions; initial testing indicated
that around 10,000 processor-hours would have been required to obtain this data point which
had already been ruled out in favor of the PBE96 functional on the basis of geometry. Also,
the LDA and PBEsol band structures were substantially similar to the PBE96 bands.) A salient
point that bears making is that while the bands in the band structure plot do not overlap, the
density of states plot reveals that there is some slight communication between the bands and
thus the (nonzero) density of states across the Fermi level (E = 0) indicates that the system is
correctly acting as a metal. All of the electron shells lie close to the Fermi level, indicating that
they participate in bonding.
1The zero energy in these plots is E− EFermi, calculated according to the apparent convention in NWChem 6 that
the Fermi energy corresponds to ∼ 98.5% occupation of the electron orbitals. (This number seems to not be 100%,
possibly due to the projection onto a nonorthogonal basis set with the Mulliken analysis or another underdocumented
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feature of NWChem’s internal logic.)
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4.3 Summary
This chapter outlined the considerations for simulation convergence behavior as well as dis-
cussing the results of calculations on the metallic uranium solid state. In particular, the lattice
parameter, bulk modulus, and electronic structure are obtained and discussed. In the following
chapter, the effect of cleaving this crystal and exposing the bulk as a surface is considered.
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Chapter 5
Surface Simulation and Structure
The surface structure of body-centered cubic γ-uranium has largely been ignored in prior studies,
although it may impact the relative reaction rate by revealing dramatic differences in the relative
stability of the low-index surfaces or in the energies of available adsorption sites. This chapter
summarizes investigations in the five lowest-index surfaces of the body-centered cubic system:
(1 0 0), (1 1 0), (1 1 1), (2 1 0), and (2 1 1).
5.1 Background
Surfaces dominate many of the important features of the physical world we inhabit: interfacial
interactions cadominate heat and mass transfer, fluid flow, and chemistry: corrosion, in present
company. Thus an understanding of the structures and behaviors of materials at interfaces is
preliminary to truly understanding their surface chemistry. The clean low-index surfaces dis-
cussed in this and the following chapters are clearly idealized, as kinks, defects, and dislocations
of many types will mar the perfection of geometry in practice.
5.1.1 Surface structure.
At an interface, a metal surface tends to cleave along relatively low-energy planes, which are
often close-packed. The relative energy difference between exposed surfaces gives rise to the
macroscopic planar structure of crystals. Due to the change in coordination number of the atoms
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at the surface, atoms also reorganize from their bulk truncated positions to a more energeti-
cally favorable configuration. If this rearrangement results in a structure similar to the original
structure, it is denoted a surface relaxation (Figure 5.1); if more dramatic, it is referred to as a
surface reconstruction (Michaelides and Scheffler, 2012, pp. 14ff.). A number of rearrangements
are possible, but the most typical for body-centered cubic metals is a straightforward relaxation
(which keeps the surface atoms along the same normal vector as they would typically occupy
but changes their distance to the other layers somewhat from the bulk) or a density-preserving
reconstruction on the (1 0 0) face, and a shear displacement on other faces (which involves a
lateral displacement as well as a potential vertical relaxation) (Hubbard (1995, pp.408–414)).
As γ-uranium is a body-centered cubic system, the low-index surfaces of potential interest are
well-documented. Figure 5.2 shows the five stable low-index surfaces of a body-centered cu-
bic crystal, with the cut planes indicated in a unit cell for clarity. Although occasionally higher-
index planes become significant at equilibrium, this circumstance is uncommon and there is no
experimental reason to motivate this hypothesis in γ-uranium (nor to rule it out decisively).
At interfaces, an excess energy relative to the bulk occurs due to unsatisfied bonding. This areal
surface energy σ, or energy required to cleave a surface of area A, is calculated by the standard
formula,
σ =
1
A
[Eslab − nEbulk] (5.1)
where Eslab is the energy of the slab model for the surface; n is the number of unit cells or formula
units comprising the slab model; and Ebulk is the energy of one unit cell or formula unit in the
bulk material (Sholl and Steckel (2009, pp. 96–97))1. This formula supposes that both sides of the
slab are identical (the case in this work).
5.1.2 Relaxation and reconstruction.
When a crystal is truncated along a cut plane to reveal a clean crystalline surface, that surface (or
selvedge) would typically possess an energy far too high to remain stable unless some physical
process were to relax it away from the bulk lattice parameter. (From results presented later in
1A naı¨ve error is to forget that the area is really doubled, as a slab has two sides.
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this chapter, a change in excess surface energy of three orders of magnitude may occur.) This
relaxation takes the form of the outermost layer contracting in towards the material, the next
expanding out slightly, and this process continuing down into the bulk away from the selvedge
(Figure 5.1). This relative displacement of each layer parallel to the selvedge decreases rapidly
as one penetrates into the surface, typically approaching the bulk lattice spacing within a depth
of four to six layers. If changes more radical than merely a lateral shift of the atoms occur, the
resulting configuration is referred to as a reconstruction. In this case, the surface adopts a different
crystallographic structure with lower symmetry than the bulk. Features such as alternating rows
may arise in which every other expected surface row is missing, thus increasing the average
coordination number at the surface. The excess areal surface energy is in all cases calculated by
(5.1)—granted that both sides of the slab are identical.
Figure 5.1: Schematic of surface relaxation. Atoms at the surface (right) tend to contract or expand their
interlayer spacing relative to the bulk spacing (left).
Another chief difficulty in this kind of study is that while results such as adsorption energies
seem to be reasonably transferable, the entire gauntlet of convergence must be run in order to
extend the results farther. Thus Morrison and Ray (2012) was able to present more extensive
results on the (1 0 0) thin-film contraction behavior (related to interlayer relaxation) than the
current study, but those were not able to be directly utilized in this study of chemisorption.
Tabulated experimental absolute surface energies in the published data sometimes exhibit a range
as extreme as that of tungsten: 105–281 meV · A˚−2 (Michaelides and Scheffler, 2012, p. 20). For
this reason, relative surface energies or surface tensions are employed instead, which are also
related to the number and strength of the bonds broken at the surface. The strength of the
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bonds varies with the current coordination number Z of the atom, from slight resistance to
the breaking of the Zth and (Z − 1)th bonds to stronger resistance at dissolution of the final
bonds (Methfessel et al., 1992). This affects the binding and adsorption of species on the surface;
however, an exchange–correlation functional superior to LDA or PBE96/GGA for calculating the
surface energies of real metals has not yet been identified (Michaelides and Scheffler, p. 33).
The related orthorhombic α-uranium metal appears to undergo surface relaxation rather than
a more complex rearrangement. Taylor (2008) found that the (0 0 1) surface of α-uranium ex-
perienced a contraction between the first and second layers of δ1−2 = 3.5%, and an expansion
between the second and third layers of δ2−3 = 1.0%. No experimental information was found
on the surface relaxation or reorganization on γ-uranium. Nie et al. (2009, p. 677) and Ray and
Boettger (2004) corroborate the rapid convergence as a function of the number of surface layers,
particularly of actinides. Yang et al. (2011) reports large γ-uranium surface contractions of 26.4%
and −15.6% in simulation.
Although the relaxation will result in energetically favorable surfaces which will affect surface
reaction rates, many earlier surface reaction studies (Dholabhai and Ray, 2007; Huda and Ray,
2005, 2004) neglect to relax the surface first due to the computational demands of optimizing a
many-atom system. This yields a higher absolute energy for the simulation due to the unrelaxed
atomic positions, and incorrectly privileges the relatively open (1 0 0) surface, neglecting the role
of other surfaces and the concomitant exposure of sites for reaction or adsorption.
5.1.3 Electronic structure.
The electronic structure of the atoms participating in metal bonding—the ‘sea of electrons’—
directly impacts the nature of the conductance and reactivity of the surface. For instance, the
broad valence sp band contributes to the characteristic free-electron metallic bonding of the met-
als and is responsible for much of the mixing of electron orbitals present in solid-state and
adsorbed compounds (cf. Nie et al., 2009).
Transition metals have an incompletely filled d band which can hybridize with free sp electrons
(Inglesfield, 1984, p. 24). According to Michaelides and Scheffler, p. 10, “the d band is narrower
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than the sp band simply because the d valence orbitals and thus the overlap between them is
significantly smaller than the s and p valence orbitals.” Due to the differences in energy per
shell, inner electrons, such as 3d electrons, sometimes have lower energies than outer electrons,
such as 4s electrons. Thus d electrons, although not technically considered valence electrons,
often act in a valence capacity affecting the geometry of the compounds formed by the atom and
leading to a rich ligand chemistry in solution. In actinides, the 5f electrons similarly participate
in bonding. We expect to see all of these states lying near the Fermi level and thus potentially
available for chemisorptive bonding.
5.2 Computational Method
Some unique features of surface supercells produce peculiar demands. For instance, in order to
remove z-periodic effects, a large (10–20 A˚) vacuum layer is required. This vacuum layer contains
almost no useful information, in a sense, but increases the demand on the memory for storing
the real-space wave function grid.
The surface relaxations were carried out using a six-layer supercell consisting of either six or
twelve uranium atoms in the low-index configurations of Figure 5.2. (Due to the high symmetry
of this system, each of these forms a family of the permutations of its indices: i.e., {1 0 0} ⇒
(1 0 0), (0 1 0), (0 0 1), (1¯ 0 0), (0 1¯ 0), (0 0 1¯).) A 12–15 A˚ vacuum layer was used to eliminate z-
periodic effects. (This vacuum abuts both sides of the slab—which are themselves identical.)
Specifically, for the more demanding (1 1 0) supercell a thinner vacuum gap of 12 A˚ and a lower
(but adequate) real-space grid resolution of 0.1 A˚ were used due to computational restrictions.
The atoms were spaced at the PBE96 equilibrium bulk lattice parameter, 3.44 A˚. The inner slab
atoms were constrained to their positions and the outermost layer or two outermost layers were
relaxed progressively to find the one- and two-layer displacements at the minimum energy.
As in all density functional theory calculations in this project, NWChem 6 was used to carry
out simulations. The PBE96 exchange–correlation functional was used for density functional
theory calculations, with a real-space grid resolution of 0.05–0.10 A˚ and a plane-wave cutoff
energy of 90 Ha. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a 4× 4× 1 Monkhorst–Pack integration
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(a) (1 0 0) (b) (1 1 0) (c) (1 1 1)
(d) (2 1 0) (e) (2 1 1)
Figure 5.2: Low-index cut planes and resulting surfaces of the body-centered cubic system. Due to the
high symmetry of this system, each of these forms a family of the permutations of its indices. In the
surface graphics, lighter color indicates greater distance.
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scheme. These conditions reproduce the same conditions for the bulk calculations.
For the current work, given the number of degrees of freedom involved with a three- or four-
layer relaxation, only the outermost two layers were allowed to relax in simulations. Thus the
relative importance of each low-index surface may be recovered, and a close approximation to
the equilibrium surface energy calculated. A potential energy surface around the minimum
was constructed in each case; the determination of the minimum was somewhat complicated
by the fact that the valley slants diagonally with respect to both abscissae (see Figure 5.4 for an
illustration of this effect).
Although reconstruction of some of the loosely packed γ-uranium surfaces is certainly a possibil-
ity, there are far too many degrees of freedom for density-functional-theoretic methods to explore
the configuration space effectively, and guidance from experiment would likely be necessary for
that effort to be fruitful. Thus only relaxation will be considered in the present study.
A note about the computational demands of this type of calculation is also appropriate here. The
surface structure calculations are relatively expensive as compared to the small bulk supercell.
First, the number of uranium atoms is greatly increased over the two-atom unit cell. In addition,
the use of a vacuum slab in the z direction to eliminate z-periodic effects is costly if we consider
the effect on maintaining a high real-space grid resolution. Finally, the memory required for the
system (often two or three gigabytes per process) means that nodes on many high-performance
computing clusters must be partially packed (only some processors on the node are utilized
to allow all of the memory to be better exploited). A typical single energy calculation for a
six-atom supercell required around 500–1,000 processor-hours and 1–2.5 gigabytes per process.
For a twelve-atom supercell, this became about 2,000 processor-hours. Clearly the cost of larger
supercells rapidly becomes prohibitive. (The total cost for the calculations involved with this
dissertation is roughly 500,000 processor-hours, giving a notion of the magnitude of this type of
simulation project.)
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Table 5.1: Optimized interlayer spacings δ1−2, δ2−3, resulting energy E and energy change by relaxation
∆E, surface supercell area A, and calculated macroscopic surface energy Esurf for relaxed low-index faces
of γ-uranium. Interlayer contractions are positive while expansions are negative. Omitted relaxations are
discussed in the text.
Surface Nrelaxed δ1−2 δ2−3 E ∆E A Esurf
— — % % Ha Ha A˚ J ·m−2
(1 0 0) 0 — — −307.79222 0.00000 23.667 1.331
(1 0 0) 1 18.6% — −307.80193 0.00971 23.667 1.153
(1 0 0) 2 29.7% −15.3% −307.81122 0.01900 23.667 0.981
(1 1 0) 0 — — −615.65781 0.00000 16.736 0.927
(1 1 0) 1 15.3% — −615.66246 0.00465 16.736 0.867
(1 1 0) 2 14.8% 0.4% −615.66252 0.00471 16.736 0.866
(1 1 1) 0 — — −615.04578 0.00000 81.986 3.633
(1 1 1) 1 49.8% — −615.22621 0.18040 81.986 2.674
(1 1 1) 2 × × × × 81.986 ×
(2 1 0) 0 — — −307.00698 0.00000 37.421 9.991
(2 1 0) 1 −131.6% — −307.43825 0.43127 37.421 4.966
(2 1 0) 2 × × × × 37.421 ×
(2 1 1) 0 — — −307.77573 0.00000 28.973 1.336
(2 1 1) 1 28.4% — −307.79472 0.01899 28.973 1.050
(2 1 1) 2 43.4% −18.5% −307.80123 0.02550 28.973 0.952
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Relaxation and reconstruction
The results of surface relaxation are given in Table 5.1; a graphical representation is given in
Figure 5.3. A coarse unrelaxed three-layer surface was also simulated for comparison, the total
surface energy being found as σ = 488 J ·m−2; clearly unphysical, but as will be seen this does not
dramatically alter the results of chemisorption (Section 6.3.2). The convention adopted in this text
is that interlayer contraction is positive (i.e., δ1−2 > 0) and interlayer expansion is negative (δ2−3 <
0). A representative potential energy surface illustrating the shape of the energy basin in which
the relaxation occurs is given in Figure 5.4. All data from plots are tabulated in Appendix D.
The potential energy surface of the (2 1 1) relaxation in Figure 5.4 is representative of the type
of local energetic environment relative to surface displacements, with a valley around the opti-
mum slanted with respect to the displacement coordinates. The form at larger scales is classical,
with a strongly increasing repulsion term at close distances and a gently tapering tail at large
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separations (Figure 5.5).
(1 0 0). While dominating prior studies of adsorption effects on γ-uranium, it is apparent that
this fairly open surface is stable but possesses a higher energy than some closer-packed surfaces.
Thus at least a partial consideration of other surfaces will be necessary to capture an adequate
picture of γ-uranium surface chemistry.
(1 1 0). This surface has the densest packing the body-centered cubic system, and is the lowest-
energy surface found in this particular set of simulations. Due to its high angle relative to (1 0 0) it
will not absolutely dominate the crystal, but it will constitute the majority of the equilibrium
surface area (Figure 5.6). The second layer was predicted to contract very slightly relative to the
third layer.
(1 1 1). This open surface is potentially metastable, and is not predicted to be present in a crystal
at equilibrium. It may be significant in quenched crystals. Relaxation beyond the first layer was
not reported here as the energy is too high to be a candidate for the equilibrium crystal surface.
(2 1 0). The very open (2 1 0) surface reveals a strong displacement from the bulk interlayer
spacing for the first layer, as well as a high surface energy. The resulting relaxation to more than
twice the bulk lattice spacing may be physically sound, but it indicates that most likely a dramatic
reconstruction of the atoms on this surface occurs. The coupling of the large displacement with
the high surface energy argues in favor of removing the (2 1 0) surface from further consideration
as a likely contributor to the final crystal surface at equilibrium.
(2 1 1). This comparatively close-packed surface is quite stable when relaxed, and contributes
to the collection of low-index surfaces which are potentially important to oxidative corrosion.
Although present only in small measure in the equilibrium crystal (Figure 5.6) since the plane
index puts it beyond the (1 1 0) surface, it is likely that metastable surfaces will form in actual
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circumstances due to their energy levels being commensurate with those of the (1 0 0) surface in
particular.
The relative stabilities of the surfaces (at two layers of surface relaxation) are thus (1 1 0) >
(2 1 1) > (1 0 0) > (1 1 1) > (2 1 0). The calculated surface energies are slightly lower than would
be expected for a metal (1.1–1.5 J ·m−2), but lie well within the experimental surface energies
reported by Hodkin et al. (1971) for liquid uranium metal, 0.78–1.55 J ·m−2. This indicates that
perhaps the exchange–correlation functional PBE96 is slightly overrelaxing the system, but the
differences are not fatal to the model. Relative trends should hold as they describe effects such as
bond order and geometry which will not substantially alter if a hybrid or other method is used
in the study.
In all cases, the large relaxations indicate the tendency of γ-uranium—or indeed, any uranium
atom—to form strong, short bonds. For instance, UO2 in isolation tends to form U≡O triple
bonds revealing a 55% contraction over the expected corresponding single-bond length, in con-
tradistinction to the Re≡O contraction of 27% (in Re(O)(OEt)Cl2(PMePh2)2), more representative
of heavy metal–oxygen triple bond contractions. In addition, Morrison and Ray (2012) found that
thin γ-uranium films in simulation tended to “bunch”, or contract laterally as if tending to form
a cluster or nanostructure.
Typically, materials relax on the order of 5%. While the interlayer changes for γ-uranium are
much larger, this is uncommon but not unprecedented. For instance, some low-index surfaces
of lead exhibit interlayer relaxation of this order of magnitude (Schattke and Van Hove, 2008,
p. 323); iron is also known to have large relaxations along some low-index faces (Garrett, 2001,
p. 2). In any case, the relaxation values of 29.7% and −15.3% for the (1 0 0) surface are in close
agreement with those reported by Yang et al. (2011), 26.4% and −15.6%.
Part of the reason that the low-energy, low-index surfaces dominate the crystal is that higher-
energy, higher-index surfaces tend to disappear as the crystal grows from the melt, even if the
initial seed possesses some metastable high-index surfaces. Gibbs showed that the relative inter-
play of surface area and areal surface energy allows one to predict, from thermodynamic data,
the equilibrium shape of a crystal. Specifically, the equilibrium crystal shape may be found by
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minimizing the quantity
∆Gi =∑
j
γjOj (5.2)
where ∆Gi represents the excess Gibbs energy of a crystal of i molecules relative to that same
configuration in the bulk; γj is the (excess) areal energy of the jth surface; and Oj is the area of
that surface. This process is depicted graphically for a single quadrant in Figure 5.6a, yielding
the truncated octahedral crystal of Figure 5.6b. In the body-centered cubic case, the calculation
is simplified by the fact that the low-index surfaces are representative of families of planes due
to the high symmetry of the unit cell. While this may be taken as an empirical prediction from
these calculations, there may be some softening of the edges of the crystal if higher-index planes
are reasonably stable.
Unfortunately, no one seems to have reported data on the equilibrium shape of single-crystal
γ-uranium which would permit corroboration. Holden (1958, p. 149) states, “Gamma-phase
single crystals have never been intentionally prepared”; this was due to a combination of high-
temperature challenges and to the fact that materials science interest in that era was primarily
mechanical, not thermodynamic or chemical. Recently Field and co-workers have been carrying
out experimental inquiries into compressive phase transitions in uranium alloys which may one
day yield more data along these lines (Clarke (2007)).
5.3.2 Electronic structure.
The electronic characteristics of the three stable surfaces were determined using the method
described previously in Section 4.1.3. The results are shown in Figure 5.7.2In particular, note that
the relative proximity of the Fermi level to the energies of the 6d and 5f electrons indicates that
these are expected to be involved in bond formation at the surface, in contradistinction to the
lanthanides where 4f electrons do not generally participate in bonding (Perrin et al., 2004, p. 117).
Yang et al. (2011, p. 23383) also report d and f electron concentration around the surface Fermi
level in their calculations of niobium-doped γ-uranium.
2The zero energy in these plots is E− EFermi, calculated according to the apparent convention in NWChem 6 that
the Fermi energy corresponds to ∼ 98.5% occupation of the electron orbitals. (This number seems to not be 100%,
possibly due to the projection onto a nonorthogonal basis set with the Mulliken analysis or another underdocumented
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feature of NWChem’s internal logic.)
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(a) (1 0 0) (b) (1 1 0) (c) (2 1 1)
Figure 5.3: Side view of relaxed body-centered cubic γ-uranium surfaces.
Figure 5.4: Potential energy surface for (2 1 1) relaxation. Energy levels are relative to the minimum,
E = Ecalc− Emin. Apparent oscillations are artifacts of the linear interpolation used in creating the surface.
Numerical values are summarized in the appendix in Table D.1.
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Figure 5.5: Large-scale potential energy curve versus relaxation of outermost layer of the (1 0 0) surface,
illustrating classical repulsion behavior. Numerical values are summarized in the appendix in Table D.2.
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(a) Wulff construction (slice in the x–y plane). Crystal planes in the x–y plane are indicated by blue solid
lines; those which intersect this plane but are not normal to the z axis, by orange dashed lines.
(b) Equilibrium crystal shape in three dimensions from Wulff construction: denotable as a type of trun-
cated octahedron.
Figure 5.6: Equilibrium crystal shape.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, the vital importance of surface relaxation and excess energy was treated at length.
The rather surprising conclusion was existing researchers working exclusively on the (1 0 0) were
neglecting a very significant factor by excluding the (1 1 0) and (2 1 1) surfaces from considera-
tion. In the next chapter, the results of these findings on adsorption data will be presented.
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Chapter 6
Adsorption Reactions
6.1 Background
6.1.1 Reactions on metal surfaces.
As metals have their own peculiarities regarding electron structure, metal surface reactions are
similarly affected. Gunnarsson (1979) presented an overview of the peculiarities of electron
structure using DFT at the metallic surface, including chemisorption and the work function.
Although dated (particularly as it was written prior to the advent of the GGA technique), many
of the considerations of surface energy calculations still apply.
A schematic illustration of how surface oxidation of transition metals occurs consists of several
discrete steps (Over and Seitsonen, 2002). Molecular oxygen dissociates and atomic oxygen is
absorbed at the surface quickly until monolayer coverage is achieved, at which point surface
oxidation becomes the rate-controlling step for further oxidation. Some oxygen atoms diffuse
from the oxygen-rich surface layers into the substrate, while others chemically combine with
atoms in the material to form the oxide.
As with all materials submerged in a polar hydrogen-bonding solvent, metal surfaces have an
interface with an aqueous double layer in water. This double layer affects the diffusion rate
of ions to and from the surface, as well as the electronic structure of the immediate surface
environment (Bard and Faulkner, 2001, pp. 534–77). As the current work is carried out in vacuo,
this retarding and stabilizing effect will not be present.
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Some of the factors affecting reactivity on metal surfaces include charge density distribution
due to atomic positions (and their relaxation), short-range specific adsorption of ions (an effect
which can either activate or inactivate the surface), and the double-layer structure (Bard and
Faulkner (2001)). This preliminary study largely glosses over or avoid these effects, as simulation
is performed in vacuo.
6.1.2 Experimental corroboration.
Experimental data on the oxidative corrosion of metallic uranium are sparse, particularly when
compared to the relative abundance of data for uranium dioxide. This section will mention
results of potential interest for both metallic and ceramic uranium which indicate the current
state of the experimental art.
For all species, data on microkinetic reaction rates (for instance, crystal-face-specific reaction
rate data) are lacking. The only data found in this regard were provided by Senanayake et al.
(2005a), who published microkinetic rate data on the reaction of CO on the UO2−x (1 1 1) surface
obtained using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Bloch et al. (1982) observed, using Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES), a chemisorbed species of oxygen on the surface in vacuo prior to the
formation of uranium dioxide.
Chemical reactions which take place at an interface may be driven by the presence of mitigating
or augmenting ions as well. Hossain and Jonsson (2008) presented data on the effect of ionic
strength in solution on uranium dioxide oxidation with HCO−3 in the presence of H2O2, us-
ing ultraviolet/visible-spectrum spectroscopy (UV/VIS). They concluded that the oxidation took
place independently of HCO−3 , which indicates that the surface reaction UO2 → UO++2 + 2e−
may take place to some extent independently of ionic factors.
Thermodynamic characteristics of the reaction are also of great interest. Lin et al. (2008) cal-
culated the bulk activation energy Eact = 73.7 kJ ·mol−1 for the reaction of pure oxygen on
a metallic uranium surface under an argon atmosphere using spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE).
Gouder et al. (1990) studied the adsorption of oxygen on the metallic uranium surface using ul-
traviolet photoelectric spectroscopy (UPS), observing the formation of UO2−x via chemisorption
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of oxygen.
Other chemical reactivity studies of metallic uranium exist, such as Scott et al. (2011), who pre-
sented data on the corrosion of carbide deposits in uranium metal due to water vapor. Some
bulk data (generally older) are also available, such as those due to Lacher et al. (1961), reported
bulk dissolution rates for metallic uranium powder in nitric acid, conditions similar to those used
in aqueous reprocessing, although at a much lower temperature (0 ◦C v. “hot” (Sood and Patil,
1996, p. 551)). Hilton (2000) provided a wealth of experimental data on the oxidative dissolution
of uranium metal under water vapor and oxygen atmospheres, and his proposed bulk reaction
mechanism corroborates the proposal herein.
Although the experimental data are rather piecemeal, they allow the construction of a hypo-
thetical reaction mechanism for oxygen on metallic uranium which could account for observed
features. Such a mechanism was proposed in Section 3.3.2. The key element of that reaction
which is studied here is the adsorption of oxygen to the surface; hydrogen adsorption is also
included as a potentially significant factor.
The methodology utilized by prior researchers on these types of calculations was followed (cf.
Dholabhai and Ray (2007); Huda and Ray (2005); Eglitis et al. (2001)). An atom or molecule is
brought progressively closer to the surface above a high-symmetry site and the energy at each
height above the surface is calculated. Taken jointly, these data produce a reaction coordinate for
adsorption at that site. This methodology is relatively inexpensive computationally compared
to a nudged elastic band or geometry optimization technique; this low cost becomes important
when a large number of sites and uranium atoms are involved in simulations.
6.2 Computational Method
For an adsorbing species Xy, the adsorption energy Eads,X is readily found from the difference of
the combined system energy EU+X versus the surface energy EU and the energy of the isolated
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adsorbant EXy ; written in the standard form,
Eads,X = EU+X − EU − 1y E
Xy . (6.1)
This value is negative and will be thus reported in tabulated data. In running text, the adsorption
energy will be discussed as positive rather than negative, in accordance with typical chemical
usage.
As mentioned above, the molecules were brought towards the surface along a high-symmetry
approach vector normal to the surface. These approaches are depicted in Figures 6.1 (for a single
atom) and 6.2 (for a diatomic species). For a single atom approaching the (1 0 0) surface, the top
(“top”), center (“ctr”), and bridge (“brg”) sites are respectively located above a top-layer uranium
atom, above the second-layer atom (in the four-coordinated gap), and halfway between these two
sites. Approaching the (1 1 0) surface, the top (“top”) and center (“ctr”) sites are located above
a first-layer atom and a second-layer atom, respectively1. On the (2 1 1) surface, the top (“top”)
site is directly above a first-layer atom; the first center (“ctr1”) site is located directly between
two aligned first-layer atoms in the (0 1¯ 1) direction; the second center (“ctr2”) site is located
directly between two first-layer atoms aligned in the (1 1¯ 1¯) direction. For a diatomic molecule
approaching any surface, the vertical center (“vertctr”) approach means that the atom is “stand-
ing on its head” over the gap above a second-layer atom (third-layer for the (2 1 1) surface). All
other positions have the primary bond axis of the molecule located parallel to the surface. On the
(1 0 0) surface, the cross center (“crossctr”) site is diagonal above the second-layer atom; the cross
bridge (“crossbrg”) site is diagonal above the bridge site. (This is similar for the (1 1 0) surface.)
On the (2 1 1) surface, the parallel center (“parctr”) site denotes the bond axis of the molecule ori-
ented in the (0 1¯ 1) direction above the second center site; the perpendicular bridge (“perpbrg”)
approach is oriented in the (1 1¯ 1¯) direction and located above the first-layer atom. The figures
should be consulted where confusion from these textual definitions is inevitable.
Adsorption studies in vacuo were first carried out at a relatively coarse level of description in
order to guide the system for further studies (unrelaxed three-layer surface, similar to the con-
1A bridge site is also possible on this surface, but was neglected due to computational restrictions.
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(a) (1 0 0) top (b) (1 0 0) brg (c) (1 0 0) ctr
(d) (1 1 0) top (e) (1 1 0) ctr
(f) (2 1 1) top (g) (2 1 1) ctr1 (h) (2 1 1) ctr2
Figure 6.1: High-symmetry approach sites for monatomic species above the low-index body-centered
cubic surfaces. Lighter colored surface atoms are farther away from the plane of vision (deeper in the
surface).
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(a) (1 0 0) crossbrg (b) (1 0 0) crossctr (c) (1 0 0) vertctr
(d) (1 1 0) crossbrg (e) (1 1 0) crossctr (f) (1 1 0) vertctr
(g) (2 1 1) parctr (h) (2 1 1) perpbrg (i) (2 1 1) vertctr
Figure 6.2: High-symmetry approach sites for diatomic species above the low-index body-centered cu-
bic surfaces. Lighter colored surface atoms are farther away from the plane of vision (deeper in the
surface).
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ditions used by Huda and Ray (2005) for molecular oxygen adsorption). Based on these data,
investigations near the optimal adsorption sites indicated by the coarse data were performed
using a higher level of description. Specifically, the coarse adsorptions were performed on the
(1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) surfaces with three unrelaxed layers of uranium substrate and a real-
space grid resolution of 0.1–0.3 A˚ using the PBEsol/GGA exchange–correlation functional. After
studying the effect of slab thickness and periodicity on adsorption, finer-resolution adsorptions
were carried out on six- or eight-atom slabs of the relatively close-packed (1 1 0), (2 1 1), and
(1 0 0) surfaces, which have the lowest surface energy and dominate the formation of the crystal.
These were carried out with 12–15 A˚ vacuum layers and a real-space grid resolution of 0.05 A˚ for
the (1 0 0) and (2 1 1) calculations, and a 12 A˚ vacuum layer with grid resolution of 0.10 A˚ for the
more restrictive (1 1 0) supercell.
Typically the fine-resolution optimal adsorption position is found within 10% of the coarse value,
so these data served as a faithful guide on the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) surfaces.
A single adsorption curve onto a six-layer supercell required between 5,000 and 30,000 processor-
hours. The total cost of the high-resolution data was around 300,000 processor-hours and repre-
sented the primary burden of the calculations. All data from plots are tabulated in Appendix D.
While the high symmetry of likely adsorption sites meant that for the monatomic adsorbants a
constrained search was performed, the higher number of degrees of freedom of the polyatomic
species motivated a geometric optimization approach. Surface supercells were only extended one
crystalline unit cell in the x and y directions, so the adsorption (particularly of O2) is monolayer-
like rather than molecule-like.
The computational method was that adopted for the surface study (detailed in Section 5.2). The
(1 1 0) calculations were carried out at a coarser (but still convergent) real-space grid resolution
of 0.1 A˚ due to severe memory requirements; this is expected to make a trivially small differ-
ence to the energy results. The proper spin multiplicity for each adsorbing species was used
(Appendix C.3).
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6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Free Adsorbant Geometry
The natural bond length of the diatomic species under consideration was calculated in this system
in a large supercell. The calculated oxygen–oxygen equilibrium bond length of O2 was 1.21 A˚, a
good fit to the experimental value of 1.21 A˚ (Gray, 1994, p. 86). Similarly, for H2, the calculated
hydrogen–hydrogen bond length was 0.74 A˚, again matching the experimental value of 0.74 A˚
(ibid.).
6.3.2 Behavior Relative to the Slab
Numerical calculations indicate that adsorption is fairly insensitive to the effects of surface re-
laxation and thickness. This is intuitive if we consider that the relative force felt by an adsorbing
species above the surface feels mostly the effects of the first or second layer (Huda and Ray claims
convergence of adsorption energy calculations at three layers), and that the effects of subsequent
layers on the adsorption reaction are indirect, via their influence on the selvedge itself. This also
allows one to exploit this feature to economize on calculations by using a thinner uranium slab
than would otherwise be necessary. Even with this decision, the calculation of the adsorption
curve for the (1 1 0) surface could only be performed with a four-layer eight-atom supercell with
one layer relaxed on each side. It is anticipated that these data are still within a few percent of
their values on a more relaxed surface.
The effect of surface relaxation on the adsorption position is not strong: no significant change in
optimal adsorption position was observed over the (1 0 0) top site for a slab with zero, one, and
two layers relaxed; and the corresponding difference in adsorption energies was less than 1%.
This is consistent with the claim by Huda and Ray, who performed adsorption onto an unrelaxed
three-layer slab. These researchers postulated that the effect of the surface on adsorption was not
significant past the first three layers and inferred that surface relaxation was not a significant
effect.
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6.3.3 Adsorption Reactions
Hydrogen, oxygen (coarse data). Coarse data for monatomic hydrogen and monatomic oxygen
adsorption on the (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) surfaces were obtained early on in the course of
research to provide a rough guide for later calculations. The adsorption data on the three-layer
unrelaxed slab are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 along with some literature values reported by Ray
and coworkers. In addition, these data indicated the possible presence of a hydrogen diffusion
mechanism, studied in more depth and discussed below. Morrison and Ray did not report
the degree of relaxation observed in the surface layers. Subsequent calculations of the relevant
surface energies guided further study away from the (1 1 1) surface in favor of the (2 1 1) surface.
The oxygen data compare favorably to the results of others, with a relative difference of 1.1%
between the (1 0 0) brg site adsorption energy of Morrison and Ray and the current study; and
6.9% difference for the same site’s energy as calculated by Dholabhai and Ray and the my result.
The hydrogen results have a larger disparity of 27.1%. The energy values for oxygen lie within a
few percent of others’ data where available, and lend confidence to the methodology selected.
In particular, these data indicate that there are favorable adsorption sites on all three surfaces
for both species considered. Low-energy diffusion barriers for hydrogen penetration into the
(1 0 0) and (1 1 0) surfaces were also indicated, with barriers of 7.8 eV and 2.3 eV at the brg and
ctr sites, respectively. These energies—in particular the latter—are potentially within the range of
easily activated chemical reaction processes, particularly if any sort of catalytic effects are taking
place at the surface.
Hydrogen. The monatomic hydrogen adsorption curve on the three primary surfaces with re-
laxation ((1 0 0) six layers with two relaxed; (1 1 0) four layers with one relaxed; (2 1 1) six layers
with two relaxed) is given in Figure 6.3. Adsorption energies at the high-symmetry sites on each
surface are summarized in Table 6.3. A quadratic fit to the three or four points at the bottom of
the energy well was used to determine the minimum.
The main feature of interest is again the hydrogen diffusion mechanism, with a barrier of 6.9 eV
to lodge in the interstitial (1 0 0) bridge site (Figure 6.4), slightly less favorable than the coarse
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Table 6.1: Optimized adsorption energies of H onto unrelaxed three-layer slabs of low-index faces of
γ-uranium. The surface, site, adsorption energy Eads,H, corresponding distance from surface hads,H, coor-
dination number at site Z, literature source, and relevant comments are given. The (1 1 1) “topx” notation
indicates adsorption at the site above the atom in the xth layer.
Surface Site Eads,H hads,H Z Source Comment
– – eV A˚ – – –
(1 0 0) top – 2.07 – Morrison and Ray 5 relaxed layers
(1 0 0) ctr – 0.57 – Morrison and Ray 5 relaxed layers
(1 0 0) brg 3.76 1.40 – Morrison and Ray 5 relaxed layers
(1 0 0) top 2.70 2.04 1 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 0 0) ctr 2.74 0.36 – this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 0 0) brg 2.74 1.64 – this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 0) top 2.23 2.04 1 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 0) ctr 3.10 1.34 2 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 1) top1 2.89 1.98 1 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 1) top2 3.19 1.00 4 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 1) top3 2.59 −0.02 7 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
Table 6.2: Optimized adsorption energies of O onto unrelaxed three-layer slabs of low-index faces of
γ-uranium. The surface, site, adsorption energy Eads,O, corresponding distance from surface hads,O, coor-
dination number at site Z, literature source, and relevant comments are given. The (1 1 1) “topx” notation
indicates adsorption at the site above the atom in the xth layer.
Surface Site Eads,O hads,O Z Source Comment
– – eV A˚ – – –
(1 0 0) top – 1.98 – Morrison and Ray 5 relaxed layers
(1 0 0) ctr – 0.75 – Morrison and Ray 5 relaxed layers
(1 0 0) brg 8.43 1.32 – Morrison and Ray 5 relaxed layers
(1 0 0) top 7.26 1.86 – Dholabhai and Ray 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 0 0) ctr 7.80 0.64 – Dholabhai and Ray 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 0 0) brg 7.97 1.22 – Dholabhai and Ray 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 0 0) top 8.80 1.88 1 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 0 0) ctr 8.15 0.70 – this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 0 0) brg 8.52 1.58 – this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 0) top 7.68 1.76 1 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 0) ctr 9.88 1.26 2 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 1) top1 7.91 1.94 1 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 1) top2 7.60 1.08 4 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
(1 1 1) top3 7.31 0.16 7 this study 3 unrelaxed layers
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(a) Adsorption of H onto six-layer (1 0 0) slab.
(b) Adsorption of H onto six-layer (1 0 0) slab (zoomed in).
Figure 6.3: Hydrogen adsorption curve, energy as a function of z offset (continues). The quadratic fit to
the bottom of each well is shown as well. Numerical values are summarized in the appendix in Table D.3.
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(c) Adsorption of H onto six-layer (1 1 0) slab.
(d) Adsorption of H onto six-layer (1 1 0) slab (zoomed in).
Figure 6.3: Hydrogen adsorption curve, energy as a function of z offset (continued). The quadratic fit to
the bottom of each well is shown as well. Numerical values are summarized in the appendix in Table D.4.
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(e) Adsorption of H onto six-layer (2 1 1) slab.
(f) Adsorption of H onto six-layer (2 1 1) slab (zoomed in).
Figure 6.3: Hydrogen adsorption curve, energy as a function of z offset (finished). The quadratic fit to the
bottom of each well is shown as well. Numerical values are summarized in the appendix in Table D.5.
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Table 6.3: Optimized adsorption energies of H onto relaxed low-index faces of γ-uranium. The surface
and site, total system energy EU+H, clean surface energy EU, isolated adsorbant stoichiometry y and energy
EH2 , and the calculated adsorption energy Eads,H at the optimal location hads,H are indicated.
Surface/Site EU+H EU y EH2 Eads,H Eads,H hads,H
— Ha Ha — Ha Ha eV A˚
(1 0 0) top −308.47088 −307.81122 2 −1.17234 −0.07349 −2.00 1.66
(1 0 0) ctr −308.54788 −307.81122 2 −1.17234 −0.15049 −4.10 1.63
(1 0 0) brg −308.52250 −307.81122 2 −1.17234 −0.12511 −3.40 0.92
(1 1 0) top −411.15891 −410.40102 2 −1.17234 −0.17173 −4.67 1.42
(1 1 0) ctr −411.18989 −410.40102 2 −1.17234 −0.20271 −5.52 2.07
(2 1 1) top −308.52776 −307.80123 2 −1.17234 −0.14036 −3.82 1.98
(2 1 1) ctr1 −308.54878 −307.80123 2 −1.17234 −0.16138 −4.39 1.08
(2 1 1) ctr2 −308.55151 −307.80123 2 −1.17234 −0.16411 −4.47 0.74
data value of 7.8 eV. Although a low-energy barrier on the (1 1 0) surface was indicated in the
coarse data, this does not appear to have been borne out in the higher-resolution calculations.
The high degree of relaxation in the surface interlayer spacing appears to have constricted this
interstitial site too much to permit lodging of hydrogen in this clean surface (Figure 6.5).
It is anticipated that further investigation of this mechanism, in particular using the nudged
elastic band method to allow the uranium atoms to relax around the diffusing hydrogen atom,
will lower this energy barrier and possibly the energy of the interstitial site relative to the external
adsorption optimal position.
Oxygen molecule. Figure 6.6 shows the behavior of diatomic oxygen at the γ-uranium surfaces.
Table 6.4 presents adsorption energies for the O2 molecule to its undissociated minimum along
each approach path, and then Table 6.5 gives optimized dissociated adsorption energies for each
surface; the corresponding positions are depicted in Figure 6.7 with periodic boundary condi-
tions. As with hydrogen, a quadratic fit was used to obtain the minimum of the energy well for
the adsorption.
Dissociation occurred primarily on the (1 1 0) and (2 1 1) surfaces due to the effectively monolayer
deposition (small x-y extent in surface supercell). Dissociation was confirmed by the presence
of a large oxygen–oxygen distance, longer than bonding effects extend for oxygen (1.47 A˚ for an
O–O single bond). Periodic effects are in force in all supercells, but are probably most significant
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Figure 6.4: Diffusion of hydrogen into six-layer (1 0 0) slab at bridge site, with energy E as a function of z
offset. The calculated barrier is 6.9 eV. The quadratic fit to the bottom of the outer well is shown as well.
Data are tabulated in Table D.3.
Figure 6.5: Diffusion of hydrogen into six-layer (1 1 0) slab at bridge site, with energy E as a function
of z offset. There is, for the case of a relaxed surface, no internal minimum corresponding to successful
diffusion. Data are tabulated in Table D.4.
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(a) Adsorption of O2 onto six-layer (1 0 0) slab.
(b) Adsorption of O2 onto six-layer (1 0 0) slab (zoomed in).
Figure 6.6: Oxygen adsorption curve, energy as a function of z offset (continues). The quadratic fit to the
bottom of each well is shown as well. Numerical values are summarized in the appendix in Table D.6.
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(c) Adsorption of O2 onto six-layer (1 1 0) slab.
(d) Adsorption of O2 onto six-layer (1 1 0) slab (zoomed in).
Figure 6.6: Oxygen adsorption curve, energy as a function of z offset (continued). The quadratic fit to the
bottom of each well is shown as well. Numerical values are summarized in the appendix in Table D.7.
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(e) Adsorption of O2 onto six-layer (2 1 1) slab.
(f) Adsorption of O2 onto six-layer (2 1 1) slab (zoomed in).
Figure 6.6: Oxygen adsorption curve, energy as a function of z offset (finished). The quadratic fit to the
bottom of each well is shown as well. Numerical values are summarized in the appendix in Table D.8.
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Table 6.4: Optimized adsorption energies (without dissociation) of O2 onto relaxed low-index faces of
γ-uranium. The surface and site, total system energy EU+2O, clean surface energy EU, isolated adsorbant
stoichiometry y and energy EO2 , and the calculated joint adsorption energy Eads,2O and independent
adsorption energy Eads,O are indicated.
Surface/Site EU+2O EU y EO2 Eads,2O Eads,O Eads,O
— Ha Ha — Ha Ha Ha eV
(1 0 0) crossbrg −339.81244 −307.81122 1 −31.82590 −0.17532 −0.08766 −2.39
(1 0 0) crossctr −339.83945 −307.81122 1 −31.82590 −0.20234 −0.10117 −2.75
(1 0 0) vertctr −339.83933 −307.81122 1 −31.82590 −0.20221 −0.10110 −2.75
(1 1 0) crossbrg −442.49294 −410.40102 1 −31.82590 −0.26603 −0.13302 −3.62
(1 1 0) crossctr −442.46091 −410.40102 1 −31.82590 −0.23400 −0.11700 −3.18
(1 1 0) vertctr −442.43823 −410.40102 1 −31.82590 −0.21132 −0.10566 −2.88
(2 1 1) parctr −339.86002 −307.80123 1 −31.82590 −0.23289 −0.11645 −3.17
(2 1 1) perpbrg −339.79238 −307.80123 1 −31.82590 −0.16525 −0.08263 −2.25
(2 1 1) vertctr −339.81948 −307.80123 1 −31.82590 −0.19235 −0.09618 −2.62
on the relatively constrained (2 1 1) surface, and their effective removal in larger supercells may
increase the adsorption energy somewhat (make it more negative, in tabular calculations). The
oxygen–oxygen distances on each surface at the optimal site (including periodic images) are
given in Table 6.5. Comparing these data with those reported by Huda and Ray, it is apparent
that the current values are somewhat smaller in all cases. The approach vectors utilized by Huda
and Ray differed from those used herein, but their best case, the “ctr-ver” approach, reported
an oxygen–oxygen distance of 4.84 A˚ and an adsorption energy of 9.15 eV for similar simulation
conditions. This is somewhat larger than the values reported here, and could reflect the higher
energy of a lone oxygen atom (as compared to a molecular form)—in particular, their thinner
three-layer slab may have better accounted for periodic effects than the current study. It is also
unclear what effect surface relaxation may have in this case, as their three-layer surface would be
more prone to thin-film effects.
The optimized adsorption energies are 3.15 eV for (1 1 0); 6.46 eV for (1 0 0); 5.51 eV for (2 1 1) (again,
keeping to the convention that these values are expressed as positive in running text). Some data
corollary to Table 6.5 include the distance of the lowest oxygen atom to the nearest uranium atom:
for (1 1 0), 2.21 A˚; for (1 0 0), 2.13 A˚; for (2 1 1), 2.19 A˚. This is much longer than one would ex-
pect for formation of the UO++2 ion (∼ 1.78 A˚), but is close to the nearest-neighbor distance of
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Table 6.5: Optimized adsorption energies (with dissociation) of O2 onto relaxed low-index faces of γ-
uranium. The surface and site, total system energy EU+2O, clean surface energy EU, isolated adsorbant
stoichiometry y and energy EO2 , and the calculated joint adsorption energy Eads,2O and independent
adsorption energy Eads,O are indicated, together with the oxygen–oxygen distance dO–O.
Surface/Site EU+2O EU y EO2 Eads,2O Eads,O Eads,O dO–O
— Ha Ha — Ha Ha Ha eV A˚
(1 0 0) −339.86895 −307.81122 1 −31.82590 −0.22221 −0.11111 −3.15 1.38
(1 1 0) −442.68674 −410.40102 1 −31.82590 −0.45982 −0.22991 −6.46 3.01
(2 1 1) −340.03174 −307.80123 1 −31.82590 −0.40461 −0.20231 −5.51 2.45
(a) (1 0 0) (b) (1 1 0) (c) (2 1 1)
Figure 6.7: Optimized adsorption positions for O2 (effectively acting as monolayer deposition).
2.37 A˚ one finds in bulk UO2 (Magnuson et al., 2006, p. 5616) and probably indicates the initial
stage of surface passivation.
Discussion. Several adsorption sites within a few percent of each other have been identified
for high-symmetry approaches. These values indicate that hydrogen optimally adsorbs on the
(1 1 0) surface at the center site. Oxygen dissociatively adsorbs best on the (1 1 0) surface; disso-
ciation is obviously favored over molecular adsorption in this case, as suggested by Huda and
Ray and is corroborated on the (1 1 0) and (2 1 1) surfaces as well by the current work. Larger
surface supercells also bear investigation in future studies.
One of the more striking features is the strong preference of the adsorbant for different sites:
differences in energies of the different adsorption sites are large. This being the case, the iden-
tification of the dominant surfaces is probably are least as important a factor as—or more so
than—determining the optimal adsorption site on each surface. Thus an unwarranted exclusive
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focus on the (1 0 0) surface in prior work has obscured potentially fruitful paths of investigation.
In addition, there is a correlation between adsorption and monolayer deposition energies and
the surface energy: to wit, adsorption energies are highest on the lowest-energy (most sta-
ble) surfaces. Explicitly, for the (1 1 0), (1 0 0), and (2 1 1) surfaces, the trends are Esurf ={
0.886 J ·m−2; 0.981 J ·m−2; 0.952 J ·m−2}, while the adsorption energies are (respectively) Eads,H =
{5.5 eV; 4.7 eV; 4.1 eV} and Eads,O2 = {6.5 eV; 5.5 eV; 3.2 eV}.
Aside from a repository of adsorption data, another intriguing discovery to fall out from this
study is the possibility of a hydriding mechanism. Metal hydrides play a critical role in corrosion
behavior, and understanding what types of grain surfaces tend to allow the most opportunities
for hydrogen embrittlement could potentially lead to better manufacturing processes. This pro-
cess typically takes place primarily at grain boundaries, which may be explained by the exposure
of relatively open higher-index faces; it is interesting that there is a possible mechanism on at
least one clean low-index face as well.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, the results of calculations describing the adsorption of atomic hydrogen and
molecular oxygen were presented and discussed. The dissociative adsorption of oxygen, in par-
ticular, is consistent with theoretical expectations and experimental observations of other metal
surfaces. The discovery of a possible hydrogen diffusion mechanism was also highlighted. These
results together indicate that γ-uranium presents a rich surface chemistry, and is ripe for the
further study of the adsorption of other species as well as desorptive dissolution of uranyl ions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In summary, this research project has explored some of the oxidative corrosion of γ-uranium as
may potentially be of interest in a future nuclear fuel cycle. After a brief review of the prospects
of metal fuel forms and the defects in our current understanding of relevant corrosion processes,
a broad literature review situated the current research program within the stream of actinide ma-
terials science and ab initio simulation. A proposed microscopic uranium oxidation mechanism
was proposed. The bulk and surface structures were obtained and some of the ramifications have
been explored using density functional theory. Adsorption of two species relevant to the aqueous
environment was also simulated, H and O2. Where other data are available from simulations,
these accord well with those found here, although these results extend far beyond those available
previously.
Convergence criteria for a plane-wave pseudopotential simulation of γ-uranium were considered
and the PBE96 exchange–correlation functional was indicated as most appropriate for this type
of calculation. The importance of good Brillouin zone sampling for small supercells was empha-
sized, and the net result of the solid-state calculations was the prediction of a γ-uranium body-
centered cubic crystal with lattice parameter a = 3.44 A˚. When relaxing the surface to a depth
of two layers, large interlayer contractions (on the order of 10–50%) were found, although these
are consistent with the only other study to account for surface relaxation in their data (for the
(1 0 0) surface). The tendency of uranium to form short strong bonds or to cluster is thus con-
firmed by these calculations.
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Specific contributions include the discovery that the relative surface energies of the several low-
index faces of the body-centered cubic system are close but not equal, leading to a domination of
the equilibrium surface by the (1 1 0) face. The calculated surface energies are towards the low
end of the experimental findings, but the trend seems solid: the energy of the relaxed (1 0 0) sur-
face is found to be 0.981 J ·m−2; that of (1 1 0), 0.886 J ·m−2; that of (2 1 1), 0.952 J ·m−2. These
data indicate that researchers working on γ-uranium surface chemistry should no longer focus
their studies exclusively on the (1 0 0) surface. The other two surfaces considered herein, the
(1 1 1) and (2 1 0) faces, were found to be too high in energy to be stable competitors in an
equilibrium crystal and are candidates for possible surface reconstruction as well. A construc-
tion minimizing the total surface energy and thus predicting the equilibrium crystal shape was
presented as well, showing the relative dominance of the (1 1 0) surface at equilibrium.
In the course of studying atomic hydrogen and dissociative molecular oxygen adsorption onto
three low-index surfaces ((1 1 0), (1 0 0), (2 1 1)), optimal adsorption data were reported. The
atomic hydrogen optimal adsorption energies on the (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (2 1 1) surfaces, respec-
tively, are 4.1 eV, 5.5 eV, and 4.7 eV. For molecular oxygen monolayer deposition, dissociative
adsorption occurs on the (1 1 0) and (2 1 1)surfaces, with energies of 3.2 eV, 6.5 eV, and 5.5 eV
on the (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (2 1 1) surfaces, respectively. There is furthermore a trend relating the
stability of the surface and the strength of the adsorption onto that surface, at least for the two
species under consideration here. The relative differences in adsorption site minima across sur-
faces are fairly large, indicating that relative surface exposure is an important factor in a proper
description of the adsorption kinetics.
In addition to the H and O2 calculations on relaxed γ-uranium surfaces, some coarser data out-
lining the adsorption of monatomic H and O onto unrelaxed (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) surfaces
were reported. These particularly raised the possibility of hydrogen diffusion into the surface,
which was studied in more detail on the relaxed surfaces. A possible hydrogen diffusion method
was thus identified on the (1 0 0) surface, with an activation energy barrier of 6.9 eV. Relaxation
of surface atoms around this reaction site should make this process even more favorable.
This research has sought to illuminate the effect of surface structure and exposure on the oxida-
tive corrosion reaction at a microscopic level; in particular, the adsorption reactions of hydrogen
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and oxygen. In the course of this work, some interesting phenomena were discovered and an in-
tuitive but heretofore unconsidered result (the effect of surface energy) was explored. Directions
for further research following up on the arc of this investigation are suggested in the subsequent
and final chapter.
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Chapter 8
Directions for Future Work
The field of surface chemistry for heavy metals and particularly actinides presents numerous
opportunities for study of chemisorption, corrosion, and catalytic processes. In this chapter, I
will enumerate several computational and experimental directions which should be carried out
as part of a program of research into the corrosion of metallic uranium fuel.
8.1 Experimental and Corroborative Investigations
Experimental corroboration requires a fundamental data set still lacking at both the macroscopic
and microscopic scales. Part of this is due to the difficulty in working with high-temperature
pure γ-uranium, and part is endemic to working with fissile materials in general. That being
said, however, there are a number of experiments which could be carried out in the near future.
A study of the microscopic structure of γ-uranium, focusing on the equilibrium crystal geome-
try, could test the empirical predictions herein. Measurement of surface energies and structure,
perhaps using a combination of electron microscopy and the high-temperature zero-creep tech-
nique (Cahn, 1996, p. 1210) could rapidly determine which faces dominate the crystalline geom-
etry, and could be used to guide face-specific microkinetic calculations and measurements. The
cyclic voltammetry technique is often used in electrochemistry to determine oxidation in reac-
tions, and could be used with exposed low-index surfaces to provide chemisorption and other
types of reaction data. Clearly, careful calorimetry is vital to understanding these features of
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γ-uranium behavior.
Neutron diffraction studies can be used to study the molecular dynamics of water layers at the
surface, and in particular diffusion in the double layer. Typically used for confined geometries,
the slow dynamics of various aqueous systems can also be studied in thin layers on metal sur-
faces. Thus the structure of the double layer and dynamical differences for water and anion
transport at different hydration layers may be determined. This technique provides a valuable
method for guiding and determining the accuracy of ab initio molecular dynamics calculations,
such as those suggested below.
8.2 Simulations and Theory
Computational chemistry of condensed-phase actinide systems is still in its infancy, and it is
abundantly clear that there is much work remaining to be done. There are several studies which
could be undertaken immediately, as they are all feasible numerical calculations for researchers
using contemporary high-performance computing resources.
Immediate studies on γ-uranium suggested by the results of the current work include theoretical
and experimental study of the interlayer contractions to several layers deep. Surface reconstruc-
tion could also be considered if experimental data become available to suggest a direction for in-
quiry. Extended consideration of the γ-uranium surface geometry is needed, including the faces
which have slightly higher indices than those considered here (particularly, for body-centered
cubic γ-uranium, the (3 1 0) and (3 2 1) surfaces, which may have a surface stability of similar
order of magnitude to the more open lower-index surfaces considered in the current work).
One of the key interesting results to arise from this work is the discovery of a hydriding mecha-
nism. Further investigation of hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms, as suggested by the results
here, should be carried out at both surface sites and simulated grain boundaries, using both
conventional density functional theory and classical pair potentials.
With subtle alterations in the unit cell, stress-induced corrosion could also be studied to see if
reaction rates significantly alter under certain circumstances. It should be stressed, however, that
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the expected mode of corrosion is dominated much more by the total exposed surface area rather
than the microkinetics at the surface.
The current work was carried out in vacuo. Subsequent work will also need to be performed
incorporating hydration and the effect of the double layer. The double layer (or any extended
solvation effect) at the surface is particularly computationally demanding, and is generally lim-
ited to small spatial extents and picosecond time scales (Janik et al. (2009, p. B157); Taylor and
Neurock (2005, p. 52)). Better delineation of the effects of hydration and the double layer will
be invaluable to corrosion scientists working on the problems of metal dissolution, perhaps by
utilizing an ab initio molecular dynamics scheme. The effects of surface coordination number on
dissolving uranium adatoms with and without hydration is necessary as well. Extension of the
study to involve the corrosion effects observed in uranium dioxide for fuel and zirconium alloys
for cladding, and the effects of boric acid on that system are also potentially of interest.
An alternative direction for future research would be investigation of the microkinetics of dissolu-
tion in scenarios of interest to pyroprocessing, which contacts the used nuclear fuel surface with
an electrolytic molten salt in order to effect oxidative dissolution. Molten salts carry their own
set of peculiarities separate from those of aqueous solutions, but the basic reduction–oxidation
chemistry is understood experimentally at a fairly detailed thermodynamic level and so sufficient
data may exist to guide numerical calculations.
The α phase of uranium metal, important in fuels alloyed with zirconium, is also of interest and
should be studied similarly.
Finally, computational exigencies have limited the large-scale exploration of multi-stage reac-
tions on metal surfaces to single-mechanism studies; as computers grow more powerful, and
algorithms more sophisticated, the research staked out by this work will be extended in many
directions to yield a much fuller picture of uranium surface reactions.
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Appendix A
A Brief Introduction to Density
Functional Theory Simulation
The basic premise of density functional theory (DFT) is that, given a ground-state particle density
for a system, all properties of the system can in principle be determined from that density. By
making systems amenable to calculation where a full wave function description would be im-
possible, density functional theory has revolutionized materials science and quantum chemistry.
This appendix will seek to outline the basic theorems and formulae which are utilized in density
functional theory pursuant to an understanding of the methods mentioned in Chapter 3, and
theorems will be presented without proof.
The classical reference for density functional theory is Parr and Yang (1989), who presented a
formal derivation of the entire ground-state DFT theory, particularly dwelling on fundamental
aspects of the theory prior to the introduction of the Kohn–Sham one-electron formulation. Prob-
ably the best technical summary and introduction is the chapter by Nogueira et al. in the text
by Fiolhais et al. (2003); in addition, Trindle and Shillady (2008); Martin (2004) are also valu-
able as high-level but precise pedagogical surveys, from a physics and a chemistry perspective
respectively.
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A.1 Fundamental Theorems and Formulae
Consider a system of electrons interacting with fixed nuclei (the Born–Oppenheimer approxima-
tion). A hamiltonian Hˆ describing this system could be written
Hˆ = − h¯
2
2m∑i
∇2i +∑
i
vext(ri) +
1
2∑i 6=j
e2
ri − rj , (A.1)
where m is the electron mass; vext is the external potential due to the charge of the nuclei and
any external applied fields; ri is the spatial coordinate; and e is the electron charge (subsequent
equations will be written in atomic units, h¯ = m = e = c = 1). Given this problem, what is
a heuristically general way of determining its properties in a computationally efficient manner?
The Hohenberg–Kohn–Sham formulation of density functional theory proposes to accomplish
this by providing a description of the electronic density via an iterative self-consistent process.
The formal mathematical motivation for density functional theory were provided by Hohenberg
and Kohn (1964) in two theorems with corollaries. Martin, p. 122 presented the theorems as
follows:
Theorem 1. “For any system of interacting particles in an external potential vext(r), the
potential vext(r) is determined uniquely, except for a constant, by the ground state
particle density n0(r).
Corollary 1. “Since the hamiltonian is thus fully determined, except for a constant shift
of the energy, it follows that the many-body wavefunctions for all states (ground and
excited) are determined. Therefore all properties of the system are completely determined
given only the ground state density n0(r).” (emphasis in original)
Theorem 2. “A universal functional for the energy E[n] in terms of the density n(r) can
be defined, valid for any external potential vext(r). For any particular vext(r), the exact
ground state energy of the system is the global minimum value of this functional, and
the density n(r) that minimizes the functional is the exact ground state density n0(r).”
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Corollary 2. “The functional E[n] alone is sufficient to determine the exact ground state
energy and density. In general, excited states of the electrons must be determined by
other means. Nevertheless, ... thermal equilibrium properties such as specific heat are
determined directly by the free-energy functional of the density.”
The proofs are not difficult and may be found in Martin, pp. 123–125. The upshot of these
theorems is that, given a method for determining the density distribution n(r), the minimized
energy functional E[n] corresponds to the ground state energy E0,
E0 = E[n] = inf
n(r)
〈ψ[n] |T +Ve–N +VN–N|ψ〉 , (A.2)
where T is the kinetic energy; Ve–N is the Coulomb electron–nucleus interaction potential; and
VN–N is the Coulomb nucleus–nucleus interaction potential, thus fully determining all properties
of the original problem. There is no methodology implied in the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems;
the problem of how a particle density distribution could be determined remained until the in-
sight of Kohn and Sham (1965), who proposed a method for replacing the original many-body
problem (Eq. A.1) with a non-interacting independent-particle problem which gives rise to the
same ground-state density distribution. This method gives rise to a single-determinant density
functional theory; a chief shortcoming is that more complex multideterminant molecular orbitals
can be more difficult to represent accurately.
Two assumptions give rise to the Kohn–Sham ansatz: the ground state of an auxiliary non-
interacting particle problem represents the exact ground state density; and the auxiliary hamil-
tonian has a kinetic operator and an effective local potential vσeff(r) which acts on an electron of
spin σ at position r (Martin, 2004, p. 136)1. Actual calculations are performed on the auxiliary
system defined by the independent hamiltonian
Hˆσaux = −
1
2
∇2 + vσ(r) (A.3)
where vσ is the (as-yet-unspecified) auxiliary potential.
1This first assumption, in particular, has no existence proof yet, but seems to work quite well empirically.
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Combining statements for the quantities of the auxiliary system, we can develop the Kohn–Sham
equations. These are found by first casting the full interacting many-body problem Eq. (A.1) into
a form which may be solved variationally if forms for its components are known or conjectured,
EKS = Ts [n] +
∫
dr vext(r)n(r) + EHartree [n] + EN–N + Exc [n] (A.4)
where EKS is the Kohn–Sham energy; Ts = −12∑σ
Nσ
∑
i=1
〈
ψσi
∣∣∇2∣∣ψσi 〉 = −12∑σ
Nσ
∑
i=1
|∇ψσi |2 is the
independent-particle kinetic energy; n(r) = ∑
σ
Nσ
∑
i=1
|ψσi (r)|2 is the density of the auxiliary system;
EHartree [n] =
1
2
∫
drdr′
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| is the Coulomb self-interaction energy; EN–N is the Coulomb
nucleus–nucleus interaction energy; and Exc is the exchange–correlation energy, a catch-all term
which includes all complicated many-body exchange and correlation effects by definition. The
other (auxiliary) terms being known, Exc is the greatest source of approximation within the
framework of density functional theory.
Minimization with respect to the density n(r, σ) by the calculus of variations yields the variational
equation
δEKS
δψσ∗i (r)
=
δTs
δψσ∗i (r)
+
[
δEext
δn(r, σ)
+
δEHartree
δn(r, σ)
+
δExc
δn(r, σ)
]
δn(r, σ)
δψσ∗i (r)
= 0 (A.5)
with the wave function basis set constrained to be orthonormal, 〈ψσi |ψσ
′
j 〉 = δi,jδσ,σ′ .
This provides an independent-particle expression for the kinetic energy, which is combined with
the full interacting hamiltonian to yield the Kohn–Sham Schro¨dinger-like equations (following
the derivation of Martin, pp. 138–39),
HσKS(r) = −
1
2
∇2 + vσKS(r); (A.6)
vσKS(r) = vext(r) +
δEHartree
δn(r, σ)
+
δExc
δn(r, σ)
= vext(r) + vHartree(r) + vσxc(r). (A.7)
The efficacy of these equations in practical calculation derives from the separation of the long-
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range terms and kinetic energy terms from the exchange–correlation functional Exc, which can
be treated as local or nearly local. The resulting physically-motivated definition of this exchange-
correlation energy is
Exc =
∫
dr n(r)exc(n, r) (A.8)
where exc(n, r) is the energy per electron at point r due to the local density n in the neighborhood
of r. The form and treatment of exc has led to a number of approaches to DFT calculations, such
as the local density approximation (LDA) and the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA)
methods (see Section A.2).
In practice, the Kohn–Sham equations (A.6) and (A.7) are found by positing a trial density n(1),
finding the resulting potential v(1) which in turn yields a new density n(2), and iterating until
self-consistency is achieved (Engel and Dreizler, 2011, pp. 65ff.):
v(i) = vext + v
(i)
Hartree[n
(i)] + v(i)xc [n(i)] (A.9)
where the elements of the right-hand side of this equation are the functional derivatives of their
corresponding energy functionals with respect to density as in Equation (A.7). The convergence is
non-trivial, but corresponds to minimizing the ground state density and so does in fact converge
if the conditions for the Kohn–Sham representation, Equations (A.6) and (A.7), is correct.
Some caveats should be borne in mind when working with density functional theory. It is vital to
remember that the Kohn–Sham eigenfunctions have no physical significance whatsoever, as they
are mathematical solutions to a fictitious system which merely corresponds to the fully interacting
problem (Nogueira et al. (2003, p. 253)). It also should be emphasized that the nonlinearities
which arise in the solution of the Hohenberg–Kohn–Sham equations are due to approximations,
as quantum mechanics (the Schro¨dinger equation) is a strictly linear theory. In addition, although
in principle density functional theory is subject to a variational principle by the Hohenberg–
Kohn theorems, the exchange–correlation functionals and integral methods used in calculations
are not; thus convergence in the system by these types of contributions should be tested. The
exchange–correlation functional, in particular, has an intrinsically unquantifiable error (unless an
approximation-free density functional theory is someday developed).
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A.1.1 Solution Procedure for the Kohn–Sham Equations
Recall from the prior section that the practical foundations of density functional theory calcula-
tions are the Kohn–Sham equations (A.10) and (A.11),
HσKS(r) = −
1
2
∇2 + vσKS(r); (A.10)
vσKS(r) = vext(r) +
δEHartree
δn(r, σ)
+
δExc
δn(r, σ)
= vext(r) + vHartree(r) + vσxc(r). (A.11)
In practice, these are solved by making some assumptions regarding the form of vσxc and positing
a trial electron density distribution n(1)(r), finding the resulting effective potential v(1)eff (r) which
in turn yields a new density n(2)(r), and iterating until self-consistency is achieved (Engel and
Dreizler, 2011, pp. 65ff.). Simply using an output density as the new input gives poor conver-
gence behavior since low-frequency components of the error are difficult to reduce unless earlier
densities are retained. Consequently a mixture of densities from prior iterations is utilized, of
which the following form is representative,
n(i+1) = αn(i)out + (1− α)n(i)in (A.12)
where 0 < α < 1 is a mixing constant. Convergence becomes slower but more likely to occur as
α→ 0, so a tradeoff between convergence rate and guarantee is necessary.
In summary, the solution process consists of the following steps:
1. Solve the Schro¨dinger equation
[
− 12∇2 + v(i)eff(r)
]
φn = 0;
2. Find the density from the wave function description, n(i+1)(r) =∑
n
φ∗nφn;
3. Calculate the corresponding effective potential v(i+1)eff,unmixed(r) =
∫
dr
1
4pi
n(i+1)(r)+µxc where
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µxc is the local exchange–correlation energy density factor;
4. Mix the ith and (i + 1)th guesses, v(i+1)eff (r) = (1− α)v(i)eff(r) + αv(i+1)eff,unmixed(r); and
5. Check v(i)eff(r)
?
= v(i+1)eff (r). If this is true, terminate the loop; otherwise, go to step 1.
The solution method determines the scaling behavior of DFT, which is O(N3) for a naı¨ve matrix
multiplication to solve the problem (possible with small basis sets, thereby foregoing the above
iterative process). In the event that the iterative procedure is required (i.e., a larger basis set),
the number of constraints and pair–pair bonds scales as N2; enforcing of the orthonormality
constraints for the problem scales as N, leading again to an overall scaling for DFT solution
methods of O(N3) (Haynes et al., 2008).
Two further observations about the practices common in density functional theory simulations
are apposite here as well. First, in order to correctly calculate factors such as cohesive energy or
surface energy, the energy of the isolated atom or formula unit must be calculated at the same
level of theory and cutoff energy. Secondly, Bylaska (2010) claimed that DFT calculations, in
practice, rarely use a basis set that is completely converged on the basis of cutoff energy. This
allows the stringent computational power demands of large DFT calculations to be mitigated
somewhat.
The program utilized for DFT simulations in this research, NWChem, provides a full-featured
suite of DFT algorithms and simulation tools implemented in parallel for large-scale simulations
on supercomputers or clusters as well as single workstations. NWChem is described in more
detail in Appendix B.
The foregoing Hohenberg–Kohn–Sham self-consistent field formulation is by no means the only
incarnation of density functional theory, but it is currently by far the most popular and is the
approach utilized by this (and most) research.
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A.2 Approximations in Common Use
Thus far, no assumptions (beyond the standard density-functional-theoretic assumptions: Born–
Oppenheimer approximation, etc.) have been made for the form of Exc in the derivation of
Equations (A.6) and (A.7). Several exchange–correlation approximations have been proposed,
with varying degrees of success. As noted above, the two main classes of local approximations
in broad use are the local density approximation (LDA) and the generalized-gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) methods.
Recall the form of Exc:
Exc =
∫
dr n(r)exc(n, r). (A.13)
exc(n, r) is the quantity varied in order to obtain the different methods. For instance, by assuming
that the exchange–correlation energy is a spatial integral with the exchange–correlation energy
density at each point given by the homogeneous electron gas (HEG) of the same density, one
obtains the local density approximation,
eLDAxc (n, r) = e
HEG
xc (n0) (A.14)
or
ELDAxc (n, r) =
∫
dr n(r)exc(n, r) =
∫
dr n(r)eHEGxc (n0). (A.15)
(By retaining spin in the statement, one obtains the more general local spin density approxi-
mation (LSDA).) Systems which correspond to a homogeneous electron gas in some respects,
such as simple metals, are thus more closely represented by LDA (Engel and Dreizler, 2011,
p. 138). LDA also particularly fails for negative ions, which it predicts to have unbound behav-
ior. LDA further predicts an exponential vanishing of the potential into the vacuum, which is
asymptotically incorrect (Michaelides and Scheffler (2012, p. 27)). Despite these caveats, however,
LDA is “surprisingly accurate for a good number of quite inhomogeneous systems” (Engel and
Dreizler, p. 140).
A straightforward expansion to the LDA, the gradient expansion approximation (GEA) attempts
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to correct the first-order density statement with second-order terms, as in a polynomial se-
ries expansion. However, GEA introduces erroneous nonspherical behavior into the exchange–
correlation hole, which is in fact spherical. In practice, GEA fails to produce results even as
accurate as those of LDA. Thus a more general method was needed, the generalized-gradient
approximation.
GGA utilizes functions modifying the behavior at large gradients (which are often present in
real materials) in order to preserve desired properties, such as satisfying the sum rule, thereby
avoiding the pathological behavior of GEA (Martin, p. 154). It separates the exchange energy
eHEGx from an exchange–correlation term Fxc,
EGGAxc (n, r) =
∫
dr n(r)exc(n, |∇n|, ...; r) ≡
∫
dr n(r)eHEGxc (n)Fxc(n, |∇n|, ...; r). (A.16)
For exchange effects alone, which is a much greater contributor than correlation effects to the
total energy, some representative examples of the GGA statement for Fx follow. A dimensionless
reduced density gradient of order m is utilized, defined by
sm =
∇mn
2kmF n
=
∇mn
2m(3pi2)m/3(n)(1+m/3)
. (A.17)
Fx has been calculated analytically to have an expansion with the lowest order terms
Fx = 1+
10
81
s21 +
146
2025
s22 + ..., (A.18)
although numerous forms have been proposed, such as the widely used forms of Perdew and
Wang (1992); Perdew et al. (1996). For a small reduced gradient s, 0 ≤ s . 3 (a physically common
case), the behavior of the various GGA methods is virtually identical, and so the results obtained
from the different GGA expressions for exchange are similar. (The form presented by Perdew
et al. for Fx does not, in fact, use non-uniform scaling, opting instead for FPBE96/GGAx (s) ∼ const
for s & 5.)
A further innovation to the exchange–correlation problem is the admixture of Hartree–Fock ex-
change with the standard exchange–correlation functional, called a hybrid method (Trindle and
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Shillady (2008, pp. 292–3)). Most of these approaches combine an amount of Hartree–Fock ex-
change energy (typically 1/4) to attempt to better capture certain physical observables (such as
heats of atomization):
Ehybridxc =
1
4
(
EHFx − EDFTx
)
+ EDFTxc . (A.19)
In practice, hybrid methods are quite competitive for accuracy, but typically add (at least) an
order of magnitude to the program run time required.
Given this farrago of techniques, and the observation that density functional theory is not a
rigorous method but is justified by the comparison of results with observation, how does one
determine whether LDA, GGA, or a hybrid method will better meet the required outcomes of a
given simulation? A general guideline is that LDA reproduces the geometry better for systems
with weak interactions, such as the interlayer distance in graphite (Tran et al., 2007), while GGA
better simulates metals with low coordination numbers, such as metal surfaces, but is not always
successful where LDA fails (Fuchs, 2005, p. 17); in practice, there are a number of systems for
which these assumptions will break down (De la Pierre et al., 2011; Engel, 2004). Unfortunately,
these methods cannot be directly compared in a single situation due to their different premises.
Similarly, identical energy cutoff parameters and other characteristics should be used to keep
simulations of related systems commensurate. More advanced methods, such as the meta-GGA
(mGGA) and hybrid functionals, have not been extensively studied for suitability in solid-state
and metal surface structure calculations (Michaelides and Scheffler, 2012, p. 6).
A.2.1 Plane-wave Approximation
As density functional theory methods do not use or yield electron wave functions, the electron
density must be described in terms of a different basis set than the actual (unknown) many-
electron wave functions. A common choice is the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO)
basis set, in which the atomic orbitals (which are themselves represented as Slater wave functions
or gaussians) are used as a basis set to describe the molecular orbitals; thus the basis set functions
are centered on atoms.
An alternative which finds more usefulness for periodic or delocalized calculations is the plane
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wave method, in which an orthonormal basis set of plane waves is used. The basis set functions
ψ
pw
n,k(r) are of the form
ψ
pw
n,k(r) =∑
G
Cn,k(G) exp[ı(k+G) · r] (A.20)
where k is the reduced wave vector; G is the reciprocal lattice vector; and Cn,k is the Fourier
component of the waveform (Denteneer and van Haeringen, 1985, p. 4129) (which is, inciden-
tally, an excellent condensation of the theoretical work to that point regarding the plane-wave
pseudopotential approximation). The plane-wave basis set is used especially to model materi-
als with periodic structure, such as metals. Although more sophisticated methods such as the
projector augmented wave (PAW) method exist, many are not fully supported by the majority of
DFT software packages as of this writing, and further discussion and simulation will be restricted
to this scope.
A.2.2 Pseudopotentials
Although the plane-wave basis set is extremely apt for a periodic material, such as a crystalline
solid, description of the rapidly varying inner core electron wave functions requires a much larger
basis set than the remaining electronic structure would need on its own. Thus the plane-wave
approximation finds itself naturally allied with the pseudopotential method; indeed, the former
is hardly used without the latter (Bylaska (2010)). Pseudopotentials, or electron core potentials,
are averaged potentials describing the potential experienced by the valence electrons due to the
inner core of electrons (see Figure A.1). Pseudopotentials are designed such that electrons which
are localized primarily outside a certain radius experience a potential field virtually identical to
that produced by the inner core electrons, as in Figure A.2. Oscillations in the wave functions are
thus damped out, decreasing the size of the necessary basis set as well as the number of electrons
which require independent representation. Pseudopotentials may include a relativistic treatment
of the inner core electrons or not, and (particularly in the former case) are highly successful in
reproducing the results of all-electron calculations for well-chosen parameters (Schwerdtfeger
(2011)).
This subsection will seek to outline the computational motivation and physical justification of
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pseudopotentials sufficient to understand their utilization in this research and document the
consequent assumptions. Tutorial-level discussions of pseudopotentials are available in Fuchs
and Scheffler (1999) and Martin (2004, pp. 204–228). For in-depth and mathematically-developed
treatments of pseudopotentials, the reader should consult Giannozzi (2012), and Payne et al.
(1992). This discussion generally follows the abbreviated presentation of Schwerdtfeger (2011)
with contributions from Bylaska (2010).
Figure A.1: Qualitative depiction of pseudopotential or electron core potential contrasted with the actual
potential experienced by a representative electron.
Figure A.2: Qualitative depiction of wave functions arising from the pseudopotential and the actual po-
tential depicted in A.1.
A pseudopotential suitable for use with plane-wave methods and DFT may be developed using
the method of Hamann et al. (1979), which proposed an accessible general procedure for the
extraction of a pseudopotential given a functional form and a description of the all-electron
atom. The desirable properties which are satisfied by an appropriate functional form developed
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through this method include: real and pseudo valence eigenvalues agree for a basic atomic
configuration; real and pseudo valence wave functions and charge densities agree for r > rc;
and logarithmic derivatives and first energy derivatives also agree for r > rc. Another strong
criterion for a useful pseudopotential is that it should be able to describe all of the valence states
of an atom (Pickard et al. (2000), p. 5123). The pseudopotential’s transferability to other physical
scenarios should also be verified.
The pseudopotential form developed by Troullier and Martins (1990), which is utilized in NWChem and
for this research, uses a radial pseudo-valence orbital,
φPP` (r) =

exp
(
m+2
∑
n=0
cn`r2n
)
r ≤ rc
φ` r > rc
, (A.21)
where φ` is an orbital; ` is the index of the pseudo-valence orbital and corresponding pseudopo-
tential; m is the degree of the approximating polynomial used (m ∈ {2, 6} in the original paper);
cn` are constants found from the conditions that the zeroth to mth derivatives of each piece of the
function must match at rc; that the norms are conserved; and that the curvature (second radial
derivative) of the pseudopotential at r = 0 is 0; and rc is the critical radius, outside of which the
pseudopotential approximates the real potential (see A.1) and the pseudo wave function approx-
imates the real wave function (see A.2). This wave function is then placed into the Schro¨dinger
equation for the atomic problem Eq. (A.1), which is inverted to generate a statement for the the
resulting pseudopotential experienced by the electron, in this case
VPP,scr` (r) = e` −
`(`+ 1)
2r2
+
1
2rφPP` (r)
d2
dr2
rφPP` (r) (A.22)
where VPP,scr` is the screened pseudopotential; and e` is the energy eigenvalue. (Screening refers
to the shielding of the nuclear charge by the inner electrons; the valence electrons thus experience
a lesser effective nuclear charge.) This pseudopotential is converted to an ionic form and utilized
for the plane-wave or other DFT calculations with a much-decreased electron count, while still
preserving many features of the valence electron behavior. Troullier and Martins (1991) extended
the consideration of this pseudo wave function and pseudopotential form to the plane-wave basis
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case.
In short, the basic procedure for constructing a pseudopotential is:
1. Solve the all-electron problem for a reference atom, including eigenvalues and wave func-
tions.
2. Construct a pseudo wave function, given a basic form such as Eq. (A.21) satisfying the
criteria above.
3. Invert the Schro¨dinger equation to find the pseudopotential resulting from this calculated
pseudo wave function.
4. Generate an ionic pseudopotential based on the screened pseudopotential.
The Troullier–Martins method tends to require a smaller plane-wave basis set than many other
pseudopotential methods in active use today; for instance, to converge to within 100 meV of the
correct answer for metallic copper using a plane-wave basis set, the Troullier–Martins method
required only 850 plane waves, the Hamann–Schlu¨ter pseudopotential method required 1800,
and the Kerker pseudopotential required 3000 (Schwerdtfeger, p. 3148). Although there are
differences in the results of the various pseudopotential methods, this variation is much less
than that already introduced by the use of DFT itself, although one must be careful to use a basis
set appropriate for DFT and not Hartree–Fock theory (Russo et al. (1995)). The Troullier–Martins
pseudopotentials are used commonly and are quite adequate for “non-problematic” elements
(CPMD (2012, p. 167)).
Pseudopotentials suitable for use with the light actinides are presented in Richard et al. (2002) and
Holzwarth et al. (1997), suggested that for general calculations the three dominant simplifying
electron treatments (linearized augmented-plane-wave; pseudopotentials; projector augmented-
wave) provide similar accuracy, although different computational efficiency. NWChem 6, the soft-
ware utilized in this research, generates pseudopotentials at program runtime according to the
methods presented by Hamann et al. and Troullier and Martins, although sufficient pseudopo-
tential libraries are available bundled with the program and online to obviate the need for most
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researchers to develop their own. This research utilized the NWChem library pseudopotentials
for U and O.
A.3 Considerations for Metal Surfaces
The peculiarities of surface structure and relaxation effects are considered in the main text, Sec-
tion 5.1.1. This section will focus on DFT-based considerations for metal simulations.
The LDA method reproduces the exchange–correlation energy arising from the spatially averaged
interaction of an electron with the ambient electronic distribution to within 10% (Inglesfield,
1984); ergo, the jellium model is not a bad approximation of the “sea of electrons” present in
metals. The GGA methods manage, in many cases, to improve on this slightly by correcting the
overbinding effect of LDA.
Some general observations (due to Michaelides and Scheffler, pp. 12–13) regarding the effective-
ness of the exchange–correlation functionals in the simulation of metal surfaces are:
• Smaller lattice constants are predicted by LDA than found in experiment, as well as larger
bulk moduli and cohesive energies. This indicates that LDA tends to overbind metal atoms
to each other, as mentioned previously.
• The PBE96/GGA functional provides answers that are closer to experiment in many cases;
however, in the noble metals and late transition metals, PBE96 overcorrects relative to
LDA and yields lattice constants that are too large and bulk moduli and cohesive ener-
gies that are too small.
• The hybrid PBE0 functional (supported by NWChem) requires a much longer calculation
time (∼ 35×) for little to no apparent benefit over PBE96.
Together these observations indicate a preference to utilize GGA functionals when feasible (in
particular, PBE96), although bearing in mind that there is no proof that these will always be
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superior to LDA, and persisting errors in calculated energies on the order of 5% are to be
expected.
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Appendix B
Details of Usage of NWChem 6
NWChem is a quantum chemistry simulation code produced and maintained by the Environ-
mental Molecular Sciences Laboratory at the Department of Energy’s Pacific Northwest Na-
tional Laboratory (Valiev et al., 2010). It offers simulation capacity based on Hartree–Fock self-
consistent field methods, ab initio molecular dynamics calculations, density functional theory,
etc. NWChem is highly scalable, with scalability having been demonstrated to 100,000 proces-
sors (de Jong et al., 2011), making it quite suitable for intensive quantum chemistry calculations.
(In practice, I found the best performance for the PSPW/BAND modules for 1200 processors or
less.) Development has been undertaken with a particular emphasis on support for materials of
consequence to nuclear engineering such as uranium and thorium. NWChem is distributed under
the open-source Educational Community License.
B.1 Compiling the Program
NWChem 61 was compiled using the shell batch script given in Listing B.1. Tailoring of the
environment variables passed into the GNU make files will be necessary for each computing en-
vironment; reference should be made to the NWChem documentation and online support forum
for further details.
1NWChem 6.0 and 6.1 were both used during the course of this research, and virtually everything in this section is
applicable to both versions.
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Listing B.1: NWChem compilation script showing environment variables.
0 cd ˜/nwchem/nwchem-6.1.1/src/
module load mvapich2/1.6-gcc
export NWCHEM_TARGET=LINUX64
export NWCHEM_TOP=˜/nwchem/nwchem-6.1.1/
export NWCHEM_MODULES=all
export LARGE_FILES=TRUE
export USE_NOFSCHECK=TRUE
export LIB_DEFINES="-DDFLT_TOT_MEM=16777216"
10 export CC=gcc
export FC=gfortran
export USE_MPI=y
export USE_MPIF=y
export USE_MPIF4=y
export MPI_LOC=/usr/local/mvapich2-1.6-gcc
export MPI_LIB=$MPI_LOC/lib
export MPI_INCLUDE=$MPI_LOC/include
export LIBMPI="-lmpich"
20
export ARMCI_NETWORK=OPENIB
make clean
make realclean
make nwchem_config
make >& compile.log
B.2 Inputing Simulation Data
The input file provides complete instructions to the program for setting up and executing a simu-
lation. As the input file parameters are nontrivial, this section will merely outline the elements of
a simulation using the PSPW module for plane-wave simulations using pseudopotentials. List-
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ing B.2 shows a sample input file for a PSPW simulation, while Listing B.3 shows a real input file
used in calculations for the optimal lattice parameter.
Listing B.2: NWChem input file for a simple plane-wave pseudopotential simulation.
0 echo
title "structure of UO2"
memory 1500 mb
start UO2
permanent_dir ./perm
scratch_dir ./scratch
geometry
U 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.720000
O 0.000000 0.000000 -1.720000
10 end
charge 0
nwpw
cutoff 30.0
mult 3
xc pbe0
lmbfgs
end
task pspw optimize ignore
Listing B.3: NWChem input file for a plane-wave pseudopotential simulation of minimum lattice parame-
ter.
0 title "Gamma-uranium 2-atom bcc cell"
echo
permanent_dir ./perm
scratch_dir ./scratch
memory 1800 mb
start U2-pbe96-90-64-4
nwpw
simulation_cell
10 ngrid 64 64 64
end
cutoff 90.0
monkhorst-pack 4 4 4
np_dimensions 16 4 4
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mapping 2
ewald_rcut 3.0
ewald_ncut 8
20 restricted # DFT||ODFT||RESTRICTED||UNRESTRICTED
xc lda
loop 10 150
end
set nwpw:minimizer 2 # Grassman LMBFGS minimizer
set nwpw:lcao_skip .true. # Generate initial LCAO guess.
set nwpw:kbpp_ray .true. # Turn on pseudopotential filtering.
set nwpw:kbpp_filter .true. #
30 geometry center noautosym noautoz print
system crystal
lat_a 3.380
lat_b 3.380
lat_c 3.380
alpha 90.0d0
beta 90.0d0
gamma 90.0d0
end
U 0 0 0
40 U 0.5 0.5 0.5
end
task band energy ignore
geometry center noautosym noautoz print
system crystal
lat_a 3.370
lat_b 3.370
lat_c 3.370
alpha 90.0d0
50 beta 90.0d0
gamma 90.0d0
end
U 0 0 0
U 0.5 0.5 0.5
end
task band energy ignore
geometry center noautosym noautoz print
system crystal
60 lat_a 3.360
lat_b 3.360
lat_c 3.360
alpha 90.0d0
beta 90.0d0
gamma 90.0d0
end
U 0 0 0
U 0.5 0.5 0.5
end
70 task band energy ignore
geometry center noautosym noautoz print
system crystal
lat_a 3.350
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lat_b 3.350
lat_c 3.350
alpha 90.0d0
beta 90.0d0
gamma 90.0d0
80 end
U 0 0 0
U 0.5 0.5 0.5
end
task band energy ignore
geometry center noautosym noautoz print
system crystal
lat_a 3.340
lat_b 3.340
90 lat_c 3.340
alpha 90.0d0
beta 90.0d0
gamma 90.0d0
end
U 0 0 0
U 0.5 0.5 0.5
end
task band energy ignore
Dissecting these files line by line should not be necessary here, as most commands are self-
evident and there are tutorials available from the developers of NWChem. The echo keyword,
which indicates that the input file should be repeated in the output log, should always be used.
The memory keyword has a per-processor, rather than per-node, basis. Finally, the ignore
keyword can be appended to any task directive to indicate that the program should continue
execution even in case of failure to successfully complete the task, which may be useful for
extended, involved simulations.
The PSPW and BAND modules are most relevant to the work discussed in this dissertation. The
PSPW code is based on real–complex fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), while the BAND module
uses complex–complex FFTs. The BAND module supports relativistic calculations (since the
wave functions are in general complex for relativistic calculations) and is capable of dense k-
point integrations over the irreducible Brillouin zone (Appendix C.1), while the PSPW module
is a Γ-point code which runs significantly faster than BAND. The BAND code is thus preferable
for in-depth simulations of bulk and surface systems, while PSPW can be used for isolated
molecules, nonperiodic systems, and to probe the coarse structure of condensed phases. The
PSPW module is also necessary to extract partial density of states (PDOS) information, as BAND
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can return only the total density of states (DOS).
The user should also take note that the value for the mult keyword is not the total quantum spin
S but the spin multiplicity 2S + 1 (Appendix C.3).
B.3 Running Simulations
When nodes have been obtained from the supercomputer for dedicated use by the user, the
program may be invoked either with the MPI wrapper mpiexec or independently. If invoked
independently, one copy of the program is executed with no parallel benefits. When executed
with mpiexec, the program executes in parallel across all processors on all nodes. The only input
parameter to the program is the input file, which will contain complete directives for executing
the simulation (see Section B.2). A sample command line run in an interactive batch system
session would look something like Listing B.4.
Tuning of the input system to achieve reasonably converged results is often necessary and is an
involved process. In particular, some significant factors are noted in Section 4.1.1.
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Listing B.4: Execution of NWChem in the PBS batch scheduling system. Other systems may use mpirun
or mpiexec for the MPI daemon.
0 #!/bin/bash
#PBS -A TG-DMR130012
#PBS -l size=32004
#PBS -l walltime=01:00:00
#PBS -N U4H-100-rel0
#PBS -o $PBS_JOBNAME.log.$PBS_JOBID
#PBS -j oe
#PBS -m abe
#PBS -M user@domain.net
10 set echo
module load nwchem/6.1.1
ulimit -s unlimited
ulimit -c unlimited
export NWCHEM_TOP=˜/nwchem/nwchem-6.1.1-src/
export NWCHEM_NWPW_LIBRARY=$NWCHEM_TOP/src/nwpw/libraryps/
export NWCHEM_BIN=˜/bin
cd $SCRATCHDIR ; mkdir $PBS_JOBID ; cd $PBS_JOBID
20 cp $PBS_O_WORKDIR/$PBS_JOBNAME.nw .
mkdir perm/ ; mkdir scratch/
aprun -n $PBS_NNODES nwchem $PBS_JOBNAME.nw > $PBS_JOBNAME.out.$PBS_JOBID
mkdir $PBS_O_WORKDIR/$PBS_JOBNAME
cp $PBS_JOBNAME.out.$PBS_JOBID $PBS_O_WORKDIR/$PBS_JOBNAME
cp -r ./perm $PBS_O_WORKDIR/$PBS_JOBNAME
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B.4 Interpreting Results
NWChem writes the results to standard output, which should be captured and written to a log
file with a standard Unix pipe. The output from NWChem is too verbose for full inclusion in this
document; consequently only highlights will be discussed.
If the echo command is included, the input file will be copied to the beginning of the output
file, allowing a simulation to be reproduced in the future.
The salient features are the total energy, the final geometry (in the case of an optimization),
and the electronic structure data (often at the Brillouin zone points). The key tasks that are
used in the current work are the energy and optimize tasks. The former applies an iterative
self-consistent field algorithm beginning from a random plane-wave guess to obtain the final
Kohn–Sham orbitals.
The optimize task applies a conjugate gradient or other optimization algorithm together with
gradient information to progressively find energetic minima. After minima are found, the energy
basin is left along a path of steepest ascent to explore adjacent basins in search of a maximally
optimal local minimum. Atoms can be position-constrained (a feature useful with surface calcu-
lations when one does not want the system to explore nugatory tangents). The geometry at each
step of an optimization can be output to XYZ files by using the command xyz <fileprefix>
in the driver module block.
The mulliken keyword, used with the PSPW module energy task, outputs Mulliken analysis
information.
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Appendix C
Miscellaneous Topics
C.1 The Brillouin Zone
In a reciprocal space representation of a crystal lattice, one can construct adjoining equal-volume
Brillouin zones, the set of all points closer to a designated lattice point than all others. This
primitive reciprocal-space unit cell for the body-centered cubic system is depicted in Figure C.1
with high-symmetry points. These are also listed in Table C.1, along with k-point directions
(normalized with respect to the lattice parameter).
Figure C.1: High-symmetry Brillouin zone points for body-centered cubic system.
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Table C.1: Critical points of the body-centered cubic Brillouin zone.
Points k-point vector Description
Γ [0 0 0] Center point of volume
H [0 0 1] Corner point joining four edges
N
[
0 12
1
2
]
Center of a face
P
[ 1
2
1
2
1
2
]
Corner point joining three edges
C.2 Experimental Techniques
Bulk structure data are found by X-ray crystallography or neutron diffraction. These may be diffi-
cult to interpret, as with the complex β-uranium unit cell. (The elucidation of the β-uranium unit
cell actually helped clarify the stainless steel σ phase (Holden, 1958, p. 32).) Powder is often
used, which can skew the structure determination towards high-intensity data, as important
weak reflections are often missing.
Surface structure data are typically obtained via low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) (Hub-
bard (1995, p. 108)). LEED produces a significantly different diffraction pattern in cases where the
surface has undergone radical reconstruction, but relaxation effects must be teased out carefully
since the patterns are extremely close to the bulk diffraction results.
Macroscopic experimental adsorption data are often not commensurate with ab initio data be-
cause the two systems describe such different environmental conditions. Careful vacuum calorime-
try or diffraction studies can reveal information about microscopic behavior, however.
C.3 Spin Multiplicity
The spin multiplicity for the ground state of neutral uranium is found as follows. The only
subshells which are incompletely occupied are the 5f and 6d shells, with three and one electrons,
respectively. Thus we have the total spin angular momentum quantum number S = 2 and a
multiplicity of 5; the maximum magnetic quantum numbers are m` = 3, 2, 1 for 5f electrons and
m` = 2 for the 6d electron, yielding the total orbital angular momentum quantum number L = 8,
an L state. With the subshells less than half filled, the total angular momentum quantum number
J = L− S = 8− 2 = 6 and the ground state is 5L6 (after the calculation in Freuse 2006, p. 16).
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For the U(IV) ([Rn]5f2) and U(VI) ([Rn]5f0) ions, the ground states are respectively 3H4 and 1S0
(although in isolation at low temperatures the U(IV) ion may assume a singlet state (Morss et al.
2006, p. 2254); there is also a useful table in (Morss et al. 2006, p. 2024)); the oxocationic states for
UO++2 and UO2 are
1Σg and 3Φu.
Table C.2 summarizes the spin multiplicity for each species involved in the adsorption calcula-
tions in the main text.
Table C.2: Spin multiplicity.
Species Configuration Multiplicity State
H 1s1 2
O2 σ1s2σ∗1s
2σ2s
2σ∗2s
2σ2p
2σ∗2p
2pi2p
4pi∗2p
2 3 3P2
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Appendix D
Simulation Data
The numerical data behind several of the figures presented in the course of the foregoing work
are summarized here in Tables D.1–D.8.
In addition, this appendix summarizes the location of the data referred to throughout the course
of this document. The complete simulation data files from this work are included on the at-
tached ZIP file if this document was obtained via online distribution. Table D.9 summarizes the
provenance of the calculated data, including the location in the attached file of each data point.
Most of the data are stored in plain text, the primary output of NWChem. The summary data
are available in the open-source ODS format, but present only data which are available in the
plain-text output files and calculations based on these data.
Table D.1: (2 1 1) potential energy surface as a function of the relaxation of the first and second interlayer
spacings δ1−2, δ2−3. Compare Figure 5.4.
δ1−2\δ2−3 −12% −14% −16% −18% −20%
38% 0.01686 0.01170 0.01904 0.03699 0.06310
40% 0.01822 0.00517 0.00435 0.01414 0.03318
42% 0.03318 0.01061 0.00082 0.00190 0.01333
44% 0.06174 0.02747 0.00843 0.00000 0.00326
46% 0.10363 0.05603 0.02666 0.00843 0.00326
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Table D.2: Large-scale (1 0 0) relaxation data, calculating energy E as a function of first–second layer
displacement δ1−2. The location of other data relevant to the surface relaxation are noted in Table D.9.
Compare Figure 5.5.
δ1−2 E
0.0% -307.7922233
5.0% -307.7963713
10.0% -307.7983719
12.5% -307.7996745
15.0% -307.8011941
15.0% -307.8008956
17.5% -307.8018568
20.0% -307.8017663
20.0% -307.8010444
22.5% -307.8010565
25.0% -307.7998865
30.0% -307.7926318
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Table D.3: (1 0 0) hydrogen adsorption data with numerically calculated and fitted energies E and Efit by
vertical displacement ∆z from the surface. Compare Figure 6.3a.
top ctr brg
∆z E Efit E Efit E Efit
A˚ Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha
-1.000 -301.58199 -307.89917 -308.2764892 -307.75863
-0.750 -302.81550 -308.05723 -308.2806376 -307.89675
-0.500 -303.92744 -308.19327 -308.02112
-0.250 -304.91782 -307.8061909 -308.30729 -308.13171
0.000 -305.78664 -305.78664 -308.2676844 -308.39929 -308.2669387 -308.22855
0.125 -306.17546 -308.43703 -308.27181
0.250 -306.53390 -308.4386479 -308.46927 -308.3024699 -308.31162
0.375 -306.86194 -308.49600 -308.34800
0.500 -307.15959 -307.15959 -308.5180613 -308.51723 -308.3634116 -308.38093
0.625 -307.42685 -308.53295 -308.41042
0.750 -307.66372 -308.5431701 -308.54317 -308.4264052 -308.43648
0.875 -307.87020 -308.54788 -308.45909
1.000 -308.04629 -308.04629 -308.5470917 -308.54709 -308.474878 -308.47826
1.125 -308.19199 -308.54079 -308.4932721 -308.49399
1.250 -308.30730 -308.52899 -308.507048 -308.50628
1.375 -308.39221 -308.51168 -308.5157899 -308.51512
1.500 -308.44674 -308.44674 -308.48887 -308.5204539 -308.52053
1.625 -308.47088 -308.46055 -308.5217151 -308.52250
1.750 -308.46462 -308.42673 -308.5202684 -308.52102
1.875 -308.42798 -308.38740 -308.5166906 -308.51611
2.000 -308.36094 -308.34257 -308.50775
2.125 -308.26351 -308.29223 -308.49595
2.250 -308.13570 -308.23639 -308.48071
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Table D.4: (1 1 0) hydrogen adsorption data with numerically calculated and fitted energies E and Efit by
vertical displacement ∆z from the surface. Compare Figure 6.3c.
top ctr
∆z E Efit E Efit
A˚ Ha Ha Ha Ha
-1.000 -409.82241 -410.6859023 -410.92843
-0.750 -410.9882021
-0.500 -411.0885615
-0.250 -410.39568 -411.1139807 -411.06540
0.000 -410.55133 -411.1180149 -411.09990
0.125 -410.62251 -411.11505
0.250 -410.68926 -411.1238064 -411.12882
0.375 -410.75158 -411.14118
0.500 -410.80947 -411.1421355 -411.15215
0.625 -410.86293 -411.16173
0.750 -410.91196 -411.1639489 -411.16991
0.875 -410.95656 -411.17670
1.000 -410.58126 -410.99673 -411.1812524 -411.18209
1.125 -411.03247 -411.18609
1.250 -410.95348 -411.06378 -411.1887889 -411.18869
1.375 -411.09066 -411.18989
1.500 -411.09118 -411.11311 -411.1894013 -411.18971
1.625 -411.13113 -411.18812
1.750 -411.14472 -411.14472 -411.185452 -411.18514
1.875 -411.15388 -411.18077
2.000 -411.15861 -411.15861 -411.1749036 -411.17500
2.125 -411.15891 -411.16784
2.250 -411.15478 -411.15478 -411.15928
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Table D.5: (2 1 1) hydrogen adsorption data with numerically calculated and fitted energies E and Efit by
vertical displacement ∆z from the surface. Compare Figure 6.3e.
top ctr1 ctr2
∆z E Efit E Efit E Efit
A˚ Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha
-0.500 -307.15226 -308.28696 -308.29506
-0.250 -307.41590 -308.36321 -308.38777
0.000 -307.65152 -308.42638 -308.45977
0.125 -307.75882 -308.45306 -308.48800
0.250 -307.85912 -308.4407915 -308.47647 -308.5110618 -308.51106
0.375 -307.95241 -308.49661 -308.52894
0.500 -302.30300 -308.03870 -308.5051252 -308.51348 -308.5416361 -308.54164
0.625 -308.11798 -308.52708 -308.54916
0.750 -306.68046 -308.19026 -308.5374071 -308.53741 -308.5515067 -308.55151
0.875 -308.25553 -308.54447 -308.54868
1.000 -307.93018 -308.31380 -308.5482566 -308.54826 -308.54067
1.125 -308.36506 -308.54878 -308.52748
1.250 -308.32187 -308.40932 -308.5460318 -308.54603 -308.50912
1.375 -308.44657 -308.54001 -308.48558
1.500 -308.46472 -308.47682 -308.5362874 -308.53072 -308.45686
1.625 -308.50006 -308.51816 -308.42296
1.750 -308.51630 -308.51630 -308.5228789 -308.50233 -308.38389
1.875 -308.52553 -308.48323 -308.33964
2.000 -308.52776 -308.52776 -308.5080602 -308.46086 -308.29021
2.125 -308.52298 -308.43522 -308.23560
2.250 -308.51120 -308.51120 -308.4305669 -308.40631 -308.17582
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Table D.6: (1 0 0) oxygen adsorption data with numerically calculated and fitted energies E and Efit by
vertical displacement ∆z from the surface. Compare Figure 6.6a.
vertctr crossctr crossbrg
∆z E Efit E Efit E Efit
A˚ Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha
-0.750 -339.55220 -339.56078 -338.23007 -338.51237
-0.500 -328.17815 -339.61364 -332.04313 -339.61926 -338.25528 -338.76477
-0.250 -336.35536 -339.66682 -336.68166 -339.67086 -338.26798 -338.99057
0.000 -338.70822 -339.71174 -338.37114 -339.71558 -338.36131 -339.18976
0.125 -339.73110 -339.73536 -339.27938
0.250 -339.43607 -339.74840 -339.06216 -339.75342 -338.59284 -339.36236
0.375 -339.76363 -339.76976 -339.43868
0.500 -339.68714 -339.77680 -339.46639 -339.78438 -338.93075 -339.50835
0.625 -339.78790 -339.79728 -339.57138
0.750 -339.77986 -339.79694 -339.69313 -339.80847 -339.28202 -339.62775
0.875 -339.80391 -339.81793 -339.67747
1.000 -339.80882 -339.80882 -339.79771 -339.82567 -339.56316 -339.72054
1.125 -339.81166 -339.83170 -339.75697
1.250 -339.81244 -339.81244 -339.83600 -339.83600 -339.74984 -339.78674
1.375 -339.81115 -339.83859 -339.80986
1.500 -339.80780 -339.80780 -339.83945 -339.83945 -339.82633 -339.82633
1.625 -339.80238 -339.83860 -339.83616
1.750 -339.79490 -339.83603 -339.83933 -339.83933
1.875 -339.78535 -339.83173 -339.83585
2.000 -339.77374 -339.82572 -339.82572 -339.82572 -339.82572
2.125 -339.76006 -339.81799 -339.80895
2.250 -339.74432 -339.80854 -339.78552
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Table D.7: (1 1 0) oxygen adsorption data with numerically calculated and fitted energies E and Efit by
vertical displacement ∆z from the surface. Compare Figure 6.6c.
vertctr crossctr crossbrg
∆z E Efit E Efit E Efit
A˚ Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha
-0.500 -441.99540 -441.78910 -441.68103
-0.250 -442.09322 -441.92147 -441.84730
0.000 -441.99801 -442.17885 -441.12044 -442.03934 -441.38063 -441.99456
0.125 -442.21709 -442.09283 -442.06106
0.250 -442.25229 -442.14270 -442.12280
0.375 -442.28443 -442.18894 -442.17979
0.500 -442.20507 -442.31353 -441.55263 -442.23155 -441.71331 -442.23203
0.625 -442.33958 -442.27054 -442.27951
0.750 -442.36258 -442.30589 -442.32224
0.875 -442.38253 -442.33763 -442.36022
1.000 -442.38325 -442.39944 -442.14469 -442.36573 -442.22350 -442.39344
1.125 -442.41329 -442.39021 -442.42191
1.250 -442.42410 -442.42410 -442.41106 -442.44562
1.375 -442.43186 -442.42828 -442.46458
1.500 -442.43657 -442.43657 -442.44188 -442.44188 -442.47879 -442.47879
1.625 -442.43823 -442.45185 -442.48824
1.750 -442.43685 -442.45819 -442.49294
1.875 -442.43241 -442.46091 -442.49289
2.000 -442.42493 -442.42493 -442.46000 -442.46000 -442.48808 -442.48808
2.125 -442.41440 -442.45546 -442.47852
2.250 -442.40082 -442.44730 -442.46420
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Table D.8: (2 1 1) oxygen adsorption data with numerically calculated and fitted energies E and Efit by
vertical displacement ∆z from the surface. Compare Figure 6.6e.
vertctr parctr perpbrg
∆z E Efit E Efit E Efit
A˚ Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha
-1.000 -339.24879 -338.90020 -338.05019 -339.21625
-0.750 -339.36728 -338.93237 -338.36687 -339.32900
-0.500 -337.30103 -339.47200 -338.84196 -338.65312 -306.91362 -339.42949
-0.250 -338.22360 -339.56295 -338.74866 -338.90894 -325.13933 -339.51772
0.000 -338.98215 -339.64013 -338.74934 -339.13433 -334.59590 -339.59369
0.125 -339.67356 -339.23561 -339.62708
0.250 -339.43677 -339.70354 -338.87988 -339.32929 -338.01041 -339.65740
0.375 -339.73008 -339.41536 -339.68466
0.500 -339.67281 -339.75318 -339.08971 -339.49382 -339.13697 -339.70885
0.625 -339.77284 -339.56467 -339.72998
0.750 -339.78372 -339.78905 -339.38157 -339.62792 -339.56502 -339.74804
0.875 -339.80182 -339.68356 -339.76304
1.000 -339.81115 -339.81115 -339.61546 -339.73159 -339.73934 -339.77497
1.125 -339.81704 -339.77201 -339.78384
1.250 -339.81948 -339.81948 -339.77384 -339.80483 -339.78964 -339.78964
1.375 -339.81848 -339.83004 -339.79238
1.500 -339.81404 -339.81404 -339.84764 -339.84764 -339.79205 -339.79205
1.625 -339.80616 -339.85763 -339.78866
1.750 -339.79483 -339.86002 -339.86002 -339.78220 -339.78220
1.875 -339.78006 -339.85480 -339.77268
2.000 -339.76185 -339.84197 -339.84197 -339.77141 -339.76009
2.125 -339.74020 -339.82153 -339.74444
2.250 -339.71510 -339.79349 -339.72572
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